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Abstract
Development of a tip-enhanced near-field optical microscope for nanoscale interrogation
of surface chemistry and plasmonic phenomena
by
Alexander Lee Heilman
Optical microscopy and spectroscopy are invaluable tools for the physical and chem-
ical characterization of materials and surfaces in a wide range of scientific disciplines.
However, the application of conventional optical methods in the study of nanomaterials is
inherently limited by diffraction. Tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy (TENOM)
is a hybrid technique that marries optical spectroscopy with scanning probe microscopy
to overcome the spatial resolution limit imposed by diffraction. By coupling optical en-
ergy into the plasmonic modes of a sharp metal probe tip, a strong, localized optical field
is generated near the tip’s apex and is used to enhance spectroscopic emissions within a
sub-diffraction-limited volume. In this thesis, we describe the design, construction, vali-
dation, and application of a custom TENOM instrument with a unique attenuated total
reflectance (ATR)-geometry excitation/detection system. The specific goals of this work
were: (i) to develop a versatile TENOM instrument capable of investigating a variety of
optical phenomena at the nanoscale, (ii) to use the instrument to demonstrate chemi-
cal interrogation of surfaces with sub-diffraction-limited spatial resolution (i.e., at super
resolution), (iii) to apply the instrument to study plasmonic phenomena that influence
spectroscopic enhancement in TENOM measurements, and (iv) to leverage resulting
insights to develop systematic improvements that expand the ultimate capabilities of
near-field optical interrogation techniques.
The TENOM instrument described herein is comprised of three main components:
x
an atomic force microscope (AFM), a side-on confocal Raman microscope, and a novel
ATR excitation/detection system. The design of each component is discussed along
with the results of relevant validation experiments, which were performed to rigorously
assess each component’s performance. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) optical
simulations were also developed and used extensively to evaluate the results of validation
studies and to optimize experimental design and instrument performance. By combining
and synchronizing the operation of the instrument’s three components, we perform a
variety of near-field optical experiments that demonstrate the instrument’s functionality
and versatility. ATR illumination is combined with a plasmonic AFM tip to show that:
(i) the tip can quantitatively transduce the optical near-field (evanescent waves) above the
surface by scattering photons into the far-field, (ii) the ATR geometry enables excitation
and characterization of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), whose associated optical fields
are shown to enhance Raman scattering from a thin layer of copper phthalocyanine
(CuPc), and (iii) SPPs can be used to plasmonically excite the tip for super-resolution
chemical imaging of patterned CuPc via tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS).
ATR-illumination TERS is quantitatively compared with side-on illumination. In both
cases, spatial resolution was better than 40 nm and tip-on/tip-off Raman enhancement
factors were >6500. Furthermore, ATR illumination was shown to provide similar Raman
signal levels at lower “effective” pump powers due to additional optical energy delivered
by SPPs to the active region in the tip-surface gap.
We also investigate the sensitivity of the TENOM instrument to changes in the plas-
monic properties of the tip-surface system in the strongly-coupled regime at small tip-
surface separations. Specifically, we demonstrate detection of a resonant plasmonic tip-
surface mode (a gap plasmon) that dramatically influences the optical response of the
system, and we use experimental results and FDTD simulations to support a hypothe-
sized mechanism. Moreover, we confirm that the gap plasmon resonance has a strong
xi
effect on the enhancement of both fluorescence and Raman scattering, and we propose
that this phenomenon could ultimately be exploited to improve sensitivity in super-
resolution chemical imaging measurements. Finally, we recommend a straightforward
modification to the TENOM instrument that could enable future application of these
gap-mode plasmon resonances to increase spectroscopic enhancements by an order of
magnitude.
xii
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Chapter 1
Introduction to near-field optical
methods
1.1 Thesis goals and outline
The need to image surfaces and materials is ubiquitous across nearly all disciplines
of the hard sciences, and our ability to visualize materials with ever-increasing spatial
resolution has led to countless scientific advances and breakthroughs. In recent years, as
the lengthscale of state-of-the-art science has shrunk far into the nanoscale, the need for
robust, high-resolution imaging and material characterization techniques has increased
dramatically. While optical techniques are extremely useful for many applications, not
least of all because of the rich chemical information that spectroscopy can provide, they
are inherently limited when studying nanoscale materials because of diffraction. Thus,
the imaging of nanomaterials is dominated by non-optical techniques, such as electron
microscopy and scanning probe microscopy (SPM), which can resolve features on the
order of angstroms. However, these techniques provide limited chemical information, if
any at all, which limits their utility in fields like biology, where the nanoscale spatial
1
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distribution of chemical groups on a multifunctional surface can have profound influence
on behavior. As such, there is considerable scientific need for imaging techniques that
provide the chemical specificity of optical spectroscopy with nanoscale spatial resolution.
One approach to meet this need is to develop imaging techniques that are sensitive to
the unique optical phenomena that occur at the nanoscale, a regime known as the optical
near-field. Tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy (TENOM) is a hybrid technique
that marries optical spectroscopy and scanning probe microscopy to overcome the spatial
resolution limit imposed by diffraction. By coupling optical energy into the plasmonic
modes of a sharp metal probe tip, a strong, localized optical field is generated at the
tip’s apex and is used to enhance spectroscopic emissions within a sub-diffraction-limited
volume. In this work, we outline the design, validation, and successful application of a
custom TENOM instrument that can be used for optical and chemical interrogation of
surfaces with sub-diffraction-limited spatial resolution (super-resolution). The specific
goals of the project are as follows:
1. Design and construct a TENOM instrument that combines an atomic force micro-
scope (AFM), a confocal Raman microscope, and a unique attenuated total reflec-
tion (ATR)-geometry illumination system for controlled excitation and detection
of near-field phenomena.
2. Demonstrate the instrument’s ability to locally enhance and measure surface chem-
istry with nanoscale spatial resolution by performing correlated topographic and
Raman imaging of a nanostructured, chemically patterned surface.
3. Evaluate the instrument’s ability to excite and measure a variety of near-field opti-
cal phenomena using the ATR system and compare experimental results with both
theory and simulations.
2
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4. Quantitatively compare the use of ATR and side-on illumination configurations
for chemical imaging experiments with emphasis on their relative signal strengths,
enhancement factors, and spatial resolution.
5. Use the TENOM instrument to investigate the optical properties of the coupled
tip-surface system at short separation distances, particularly as they pertain to
plasmonic behavior and spectroscopic enhancement.
Before discussing any specifics of the instrument design or experimental results, the
remainder of this chapter will focus on background concepts necessary to understand
and appreciate the later chapters. It will also provide a brief overview of the current
state of the art of nanoscale imaging techniques, with emphasis on how the above goals
seek to contribute to the literature and progress the field of near-field optical microscopy.
Chapter 2 focuses on the design and construction of two components of the TENOM
instrument (the AFM and the Raman microscope) and discusses the results of several
validation studies used to assess the performance of each sub-system. More importantly,
we also demonstrate the combined operation of the two components to achieve nanoscale
chemical imaging of a patterned surface. Chapter 3 begins by discussing the motivation
for the addition of the ATR-geometry excitation/detection system and briefly describes
the theory behind several unique phenomena that can be studied with such a system.
We then detail the design and validation of the ATR system, with emphasis on the use
of theory and numerical simulations to assess its performance.
In Chapter 4, all three components of the TENOM instrument (AFM, Raman mi-
croscope and ATR system) are combined to achieve chemical and topographical imaging
of a surface using two different excitation geometries: side-on (conventional) and via the
ATR system. We quantitatively assess the relative performance of the two geometries by
comparing signal strength, spatial resolution, and Raman enhancement factors, and we
3
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show that both are viable. In Chapter 5, we discuss a very different application of the
TENOM instrument made possible by the unique ATR system: the direct study of tip-
light interactions in the optical near-field, including the observation and characterization
of a special type of optical mode, called a gap plasmon. Furthermore, we investigate the
correlation between the optical behavior (i.e., frequency response) of the gap plasmon
and the enhancement of fluorescence and Raman scattering. Results suggest that careful
optimization of the gap plasmon resonance could yield dramatic signal gain in a variety
of future TENOM experiments. Finally, in Chapter 6, we summarize the potentially
impactful results of this work and briefly discuss future directions and applications of the
TENOM instrument.
1.2 The state of the art of imaging and localized sur-
face interrogation
A variety of techniques exist for imaging and local characterization of surfaces and
materials over a range of lengthscales. This section will provide a brief overview of three
broad classifications of commonly used imaging techniques and will discuss the strengths
and limitations of each as they pertain to chemical specificity and spatial resolution.
1.2.1 Conventional optical techniques
Optical microscopy is the most widespread imaging technique in most fields of the
hard sciences and is particularly ubiquitous in biology and medicine. In addition to
being relatively inexpensive and highly customizable, optical methods provide another
major benefit: through the use of spectroscopy, they can provide a rich depth of informa-
tion about the physical and chemical structure of materials. A variety of spectroscopic
4
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techniques exist that measure the absorption and/or emission of light in the UV to IR
range to determine a wide variety of material properties, such as chemical composition
and functionality, molecular conformations and stacking orientations, lattice strain, and
defect concentrations.
One of the most common spectroscopic methods for chemical identification of or-
ganic compounds is infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy (see Figure 1.1), in which a
broadband IR source passes through a sample, and the wavelength-dependent transmit-
tance of the sample is measured. This yields an absorption spectrum that provides de-
tailed information regarding molecular vibration energies, which can not only determine
the presence of certain bonding groups, but can also serve as a “chemical fingerprint”
to identify particular molecules. Raman spectroscopy is another common vibrational
spectroscopy technique that gives chemical information comparable to IR spectroscopy
through a very different optical process. Raman spectroscopy makes use of an inelas-
tic scattering process in which a photon from a monochromatic light source excites a
molecule to a “virtual excited state” (not a quantum mechanical excitation but rather
a momentary perturbation of the electron cloud) from which it will occasionally fall to
a vibrationally excited state. When photons scatter inelastically in this way, they lose
energy equal to that of the vibrational transition that is excited. Thus, by measuring the
wavelength-dependent scattering from a sample relative to the energy of the excitation
source, a vibrational spectrum can be obtained. While the signal obtained from Raman
spectroscopy is orders of magnitude weaker than in IR absorption (only 1 in 106 photons
scatter inelastically), the technique has the benefit of being much easier to localize. High
magnification microscope objectives can be used to focus the Raman excitation laser to
a spot less than a micron in diameter to perform local interrogation of surface chemistry.
However, in applications that require spatial resolution higher than a few hundred
nanometers, Raman spectroscopy and all other conventional optical techniques are lim-
5
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Figure 1.1: Vibrational spectroscopies. Left: Energy level diagrams of Rayleigh
(elastic) scattering, Raman (inelastic) scattering, and infrared (IR) absorption pro-
cesses. Raman scattering and IR absorption are both sensitive to the energies of
vibrational excitations (∆E). Right: Raman scattering and IR absorption spectra of
2,4 dichloroacetophenone, which demonstrate the rich chemical information attainable
via vibrational spectroscopy.
ited by a fundamental problem: diffraction. As a geometric consequence of the wave
nature of light, the smallest point that can be generated by converging wavefronts is
limited to a diameter of roughly half the wavelength, which for visible light and state-
of-the-art microscope objectives is roughly 200 nm. This makes conventional optical
techniques inadequate for the visualization and local characterization of most nanomate-
rials. To overcome this fundamental limitation, a variety of non-optical techniques have
been developed in recent years to achieve spatial resolution in the atomic regime, as will
be discussed in the following section.
1.2.2 Non-optical microscopy techniques
Electron microscopies and scanning probe microscopies are by far the two of the
most common families of non-optical microscopy techniques. Electron microscopies are,
in many ways, directly analogous to optical microscopy, only instead of photons, they use
6
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electrons. Since the deBroglie wavelength of a high-energy electron is orders of magnitude
shorter than the wavelength of visible photons, electron microscopes can achieve much
higher spatial resolution than their optical counterparts. Like photons, electrons can be
controllably generated by a source, focused and steered with lenses, and measured by
a variety of detectors, including spectrometers. Even electron-sample interactions, such
as transmission, scattering, and x-ray generation, have direct analogs with the light-
matter interactions discussed above and can be used not only to provide image contrast,
but also to characterize the chemical and physical properties of materials. Electron mi-
croscopy techniques, like scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), have become ubiquitous in nanomaterials characterization in large
part because of their high resolution and remarkable versatility; however, they are not
without their limitations. Most electron microscopy techniques are performed in medium
to high vacuum, which largely precludes the study of liquid-containing materials (e.g., live
cells). Furthermore, many electron microscopies require certain preparation procedures,
such as gold sputter-coating, that can fundamentally alter or destroy the functionality
of the sample before any measurements can be done. Most importantly, the chemical
information attainable with electron microscopy is limited compared to optical spectro-
scopies. While energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) can be used to provide a
high resolution elemental map of the sample surface, these maps provide no information
about the types of bonds or functional groups present, which makes them inadequate
for the characterization of complex organic surfaces. For these reasons, the nanoscale
characterization of organic surfaces is dominated by scanning probe techniques.
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is a broad family of non-optical imaging and char-
acterization techniques that are used to locally interrogate surface properties by moni-
toring the interactions between the sample and a nanoscale probe tip near the surface. A
variety of SPM techniques exist that measure different types of tip-surface interactions,
7
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but the most prevalent—and most significant to the coming chapters—is atomic force
microscopy (AFM). AFM is a family of techniques that use tip-surface mechanical forces
as feedback parameters to regulate tip height while mapping sample topography and
other physical properties. In part because of the breadth of available techniques, SPM
offers a variety of unique benefits that electron microscopy cannot provide (though not
all of the following advantages apply to all SPM techniques). In addition to the fact that
SPM is non-destructive and requires no special sample preparation procedure, most SPM
measurements are done at ambient conditions, and in some special cases, surfaces can
even be studied in a liquid environment. Furthermore, SPM enables the local character-
ization of electrical and mechanical behavior and can be particularly sensitive to surface
properties, such as adhesion. The in-plane spatial resolution of many SPM techniques
is on the order of the physical size of the probe tip apex, which is commonly around
50 nm for commercially available probes. However, some SPM techniques, namely scan-
ning tunneling microscopy, can achieve higher resolution than their tip geometry might
suggest and are commonly used to resolve individual molecules. Despite its versatility
and high resolution, SPM is not without its drawbacks. Most techniques require physical
raster-scanning of the sample and simultaneous regulation of the tip height to produce
an image, which often leads to imaging times of several minutes. More importantly, SPM
techniques provide little or no direct chemical information about the sample.
While electron microscopy and SPM have become invaluable tools for the character-
ization of a wide range of nanoscale materials, their lack of chemical sensitivity often
limits their utility. This shortcoming has given impetus to the recent development of
a family of “super-resolution” optical microscopy techniques that cleverly overcome the
diffraction limit in different ways and maintain many of the unique benefits of optical
interrogation while still achieving nanoscale spatial resolution.
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1.2.3 Super-resolution optical microscopy techniques
There are two broad categories of super-resolution techniques: deterministic and
stochastic. Perhaps the most notable example of a deterministic super-resolution tech-
nique is stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy [1], which uses a two-step
excitation/depletion process to controllably “shape” the region of fluorophore excitation
into a nanoscale spot. In the first step, a pulsed laser is focused to a diffraction-limited
spot and excites fluorophores in that region. Next, a delayed pulse from a second (lower
energy) laser is focused into a ring pattern around the initial excitation spot, causing
fluorophores in that region to undergo stimulated emission and return to their ground
electronic state. As a result of this de-excitation process, the remaining excited fluo-
rophores are localized to a spot many times smaller than the diffraction limit, enabling
point-by-point scanning and imaging with a spatial resolution of 50 nm or better. Several
other deterministic techniques exist, (e.g., ground state depletion microscopy [2, 3] and
saturated structured-emission microscopy [4]), that rely on other non-linear optical prop-
erties of fluorophores to precisely tune the localization of their excitation to nanoscale
dimensions.
In contrast to deterministic techniques, which achieve super-resolution by manipu-
lating the excitation of fluorophores, stochastic techniques exploit the unique temporal
properties of fluorophore emission to isolate and spatially map individual emitters. These
techniques operate on the principle that the spatial position of an isolated emitter can
be determined with much higher accuracy than the diffraction limit by using centroid
tracking image processing algorithms. However, if multiple emitters, spaced at nanoscale
distances, are fluorescing simultaneously, their emission patterns overlap, and they can-
not be individually resolved. Many stochastic techniques, like photoactivated localization
microscopy (PALM) [5, 6] and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM)
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[7], overcome this limitation by exciting photoswitchable fluorophores in such a way that
only a small subset of the fluorophores are active at any time. Since the probability
of any active fluorophore being immediately adjacent to another is so low, each emitter
is assumed to be isolated, and localization techniques are used to accurately identify
its spatial position. By repeatedly activating different random fluorophore subsets and
mapping the emitter positions in each iteration, an image is slowly constructed. While
other stochastic techniques use different means to optically isolate adjacent fluorophores,
they all operate on the same principle of image construction via time-resolved centroid
tracking of isolated fluorophore emission.
Although these techniques have successfully pushed the limits of optical resolution
well into the nanoscale regime, they are not without significant drawbacks and limi-
tations. First, these techniques rely entirely on the labelling of samples with special
fluorophores. Not only does labelling process involve complex and challenging biochem-
ical preparation techniques to ensure fluorophore binding at (and only at) the desired
locations, but it also requires an a priori knowledge about the sample itself. This re-
quirement, along with the fact that the optical emissions from each fluorophore contain
no chemical information about its local environment, precludes the application of these
super-resolution techniques for the chemical interrogation of unknown materials. Thus,
there remains a need for “true” super-resolution optical microscopy techniques that are
capable of directly manipulating and probing the optical interactions and events that
take place at nanoscale distances, i.e.., in the near-field regime.
1.3 Measuring the optical near-field
Important optical events, like absorption, fluorescence and scattering, occur at length-
scales well below the diffraction limit, but to develop a technique that is locally sensitive
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to these events, it is critically important to first understand how light behaves in the
near-field regime. In this section, we describe the fundamental principles that govern the
behavior of light at the nanoscale, and we discuss the importance of plasmons for the
manipulation of optical fields in this lengthscale regime.
1.3.1 The optical near-field
When considering optical events at lengthscales below the diffraction limit, the tran-
sition from far-field behavior (propagating radiation) to near-field behavior is somewhat
gradual and begins at roughly the wavelength of the light. The defining characteristic of
the near-field is that local optical behavior is no longer dominated by the propagating
components of light but is instead primarily defined by so-called evanescent optical fields.
Evanescent fields (or evanescent waves) are non-propagating electromagnetic fields that
oscillate at optical frequencies and decay exponentially with distance from their source.
These fields are bound to surfaces and surface features and contain local optical informa-
tion about their surroundings. However, because they cannot propagate, this information
does not escape into the far-field and thus cannot be measured with conventional optical
techniques. Nevertheless, it is possible to measure these local phenomena by bringing
an optical probe into the near-field to locally excite, collect, and/or scatter the evanes-
cent fields; this family of techniques is known as scanning near-field optical microscopy
(SNOM).
There are a handful of SNOM variants that use different excitation and detection
geometries to measure different characteristics of the optical near-field. In many of these
techniques, a nanoscale aperture, generally formed by coating a tapered optical fiber
with a thin metal layer, is used as an optical probe to confine the illumination and/or
light collection to subwavelength dimensions [8–12]. Although these aperture-SNOM
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techniques are sufficient to measure properties like transmittance and reflectance, the
large optical losses associated with confining light to a nanoscale aperture (transmission
scales with the fourth power of aperture diameter [13, 14]) make it difficult to illuminate
with or collect enough light to perform spectroscopy. Thus, the utility of aperture-
SNOM as a robust chemical imaging technique is inherently limited. There is, however,
another class of SNOM techniques that probe local optical fields in a different way.
These methods, which will be discussed in the following section, make use of the unique
interactions between light and metallic nanostructures, namely the excitation of special
optical modes called plasmons.
1.3.2 Plasmons
Plasmons are collective oscillations of the free electrons in a metal that are typically
excited by optical fields. While plasmons can exist at any metal-dielectric interface, the
plasmonic behavior of nanostructured metals and the excitation of so-call localized surface
plasmons (LSPs) are particularly applicable to near-field optical methods. When light
interacts with a metallic nanostructure, free electrons in the metal move in response
to the associated electric field, and the electron density increases on one side of the
nanostructure, giving it a local negative charge. Correspondingly, the fixed metal ions
on the opposite side of the nanostructure provide an equal and opposite positive charge,
leading to a dipolar electric field that opposes the initial optical field and provides a strong
restoring force to the displaced electrons. Like all phenomena that involve restoring
forces, this process gives rise to resonant behavior, such that nanostructures of a certain
size, shape, and material will have a particular optical frequency (wavelength of light) that
most efficiently excites these LSP oscillations. Under this resonant excitation condition,
the coupling of light into LSP modes results in very strong dipolar electric fields in the
12
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immediate vicinity of the nanostructure.
LSPs have several practical applications in the context of near-field optical measure-
ments. First, by coupling light into LSP modes, optical energy can be concentrated into
a small volume around a nanostructure. In the case of SNOM measurements, exciting
LSPs in a sharp metallic probe generates enhanced optical fields at the tip apex, which
can be used as a light source to locally interrogate the surface [15]. Since the spatial
extent of this enhanced field depends primarily on the size of the tip apex, which is often
on the order of tens of nanometers, this technique enables optical measurements with
nanoscale resolution. Furthermore, just as plasmons provide a mechanism by which light
can be converted into localized electric fields, LSPs can also facilitate the reverse process
and mediate the radiation of local evanescent fields into the far-field, where they can be
detected [16]. The reason that evanescent fields are non-propagating is because there are
no pathways by which they are physically permitted to radiate their energy; however,
the introduction of a metal SNOM tip can provide new radiative emission pathways. In
the simplest case, the SNOM tip acts as an optical antenna, oscillating with the local
evanescent field and radiating some of its energy into the far-field. In the special case that
the evanescent field is oscillating near the tip’s LSP resonant frequency, LSP modes can
act as intermediaries to dramatically improve the efficiency of energy transfer from the
evanescent field to the tip and subsequently increase the overall efficiency of the radiative
process. Another way in which the LSP modes of a plasmonic tip can facilitate nanoscale
optical interrogation is by locally enhancing spectroscopic emissions. This family of tech-
niques, known as tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy (TENOM), includes several
common methods, such as tip-enhanced fluorescence microscopy [17] and tip-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (TERS).
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1.4 Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
Since the primary intended application of the TENOM instrument described in this
work is to perform fundamental and applied TERS measurements, a brief discussion of
the relevant principles and current state of the art of TERS are presented in this section.
1.4.1 Principles of TERS
As discussed previously, Raman spectroscopy is an inelastic scattering process that
provides vibrational information similar and complementary to IR absorption spectroscopy.
As such, it is a useful technique for detecting the presence of different functional groups,
as well as identifying molecules by their unique Raman fingerprints. In TERS, the strong
electric field generated at the apex of a plasmonic tip is used to locally enhance Raman
scattering from a nanoscale region on a surface, thereby enabling super-resolution chem-
ical interrogation. This local increase in Raman scattering occurs primarily by way of
a two-step electromagnetic mechanism in which the signal is enhanced by the local field
during both excitation and scattering. From the standpoint of a molecule on the sample
surface, the strong dipolar electromagnetic field of tip constitutes an intense light source,
and Raman excitation increases proportionally to the local field intensity, i.e.., with the
square of the local electric field. By the opposite pathway through which the LSPs of
the tip concentrate the optical excitation energy, they can also behave like an antenna
to facilitate the scattering of the local Raman field into the far-field. This scattering
process provides an additional signal enhancement, again proportional to the square of
the local field. Thus, the overall Raman enhancement provided by the local E field of the
tip is proportional to |Eexcitation|2×|Escattering|2 ≈ |Elocal|4. It is because of this dramatic
fourth-order Raman enhancement that TERS is a viable surface interrogation method,
despite the overwhelming challenges associated with the technique.
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In practice, nanoscale chemical imaging via TERS requires three components working
in synchrony: (i) a scanning probe microscope to precisely control the position of the
plasmonic tip relative to the sample surface, (ii) an illumination system to excite plasmons
at the tip apex, and (iii) an optical detection system to collect and analyze the Raman
scattered light. The generalized measurement process, illustrated schematically in Figure
1.2, is as follows:
1. The tip, which is often made of/coated with Au or Ag because of their strong
plasmonic coupling with visible light, is lowered into close proximity with the sample
surface.
2. The illumination system is used to focus a laser spot and align it with the tip for
optimal LSP excitation.
3. The strong plasmonic fields at the tip apex locally enhance Raman scattering from
the molecules near the tip-surface junction by a factor of —Elocal—4.
4. This enhanced Raman scattering, as well as the far-field (un-enhanced) Raman
scattering from elsewhere in the excitation spot, is collected, generally with the
same optical system used for illumination.
5. The collected light is analyzed by a monochromator to obtain a tip-enhanced Ra-
man spectrum.
6. The tip is moved in discrete steps across the sample in either a line or raster pattern,
and a Raman spectrum is collected at each position.
7. The Raman spectra are used to construct line profiles or 2D images by plotting or
mapping the intensity of specific spectral (chemical) features as a function of tip
position.
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Figure 1.2: Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. Schematic representation of
the experimental procedure used to perform chemical imaging via TERS. See text for
corresponding step-by-step explanation.
When chemically imaging a surface in this way, the spatial resolution depends on
two factors. In a practical sense, the step size (i.e.., the change in tip position between
subsequent Raman spectra) sets an upper bound for the resolution of a given scan,
irrespective of the properties of the tip. Although the step size can be made arbitrarily
small to ensure optimal resolution, there is an obvious tradeoff between pixel density and
scan time/area. In a physical sense, the spatial extent of the tip’s plasmonic field dictates
the ultimate achievable resolution of the system; like other scanning probe techniques,
this resolution depends mostly on the geometry of the tip, particularly its radius of
curvature. In free space, the diameter of the plasmonically enhanced region is roughly
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equal to that of the tip apex. However, when the tip is near a surface, especially if that
surface is metallic, the plasmonic nature of the LSPs changes in such a way that the field
concentrates in the tip-surface gap [18], shrinking to a fraction of the tip diameter and
making spatial resolutions of 20–50 nm commonly attainable.
Nanoscale chemical imaging with TERS is challenging for many reasons, and a num-
ber of common issues must be carefully considered and avoided to successfully implement
the technique. Given the geometric disparity between the active and background regions
in TERS experiments, it is remarkable that the desired signal can be detected at all.
Even in the best-case scenario, in which the excitation source is a diffraction-limited
laser spot, the area of interest (at the tip apex) is no more than a few percent of the total
illuminated area, and in many TERS instruments, it can be several orders of magnitude
less. Therefore, to detect the enhanced Raman signal over that of the background, the lo-
cal signal from the region of interest must be enhanced by several thousand times, which
requires highly active plasmonic tips. Furthermore, TERS measurements must often
contend with other optical emissions that can contribute significantly to the background
signal. For example, fluorescence is a common phenomenon when visible wavelengths
are used for excitation and is particularly pervasive in the study of biological materials;
this poses a considerable problem for TERS measurements because fluorescence is more
efficient than Raman scattering by several orders of magnitude. Thus, TERS interroga-
tion of fluorescent samples often results in strong, broad spectral backgrounds that either
obscure or completely overwhelm the comparatively weak Raman signals, even if they
are strongly enhanced by the tip. This issue limits the application of TERS in many
systems and necessitates the careful design of samples and instruments to both minimize
fluorescence and maximize Raman enhancement. Despite these challenges and inherent
shortcomings, TERS has been successfully applied toward the study of a wide range of
material systems in the 15 years since its initial development and continues to be one of
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the most promising techniques for detailed chemical characterization of surfaces at the
nanoscale.
1.4.2 The state of the art of TERS
In 2000, Sto¨ckle et al. published the first demonstration of TERS in which they
showed a dramatic increase in Raman scattering from a thin layer of brilliant cresyl
blue when a Ag tip was brought into contact with the surface [19]. Since then, TERS
research has proceeded in two main directions: (i) fundamental and theoretical studies
that seek to deepen the understanding of relevant principles and improve the sensitivity
and resolution of the technique, and (ii) applied studies that aim to demonstrate the
characterization capabilities of TERS on a diverse range of material systems. Much
of the theoretical framework and understanding of TERS principles, such as Raman
enhancement mechanisms and plasmon-molecule interactions, is built upon the field of
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), which was established in the 80’s and 90’s
[20, 21]. However, the development of TERS provided an experimental platform with
which many of the theoretical principles of SERS could be directly measured and applied
in new ways. Many early studies explored the effects of a variety of factors, such as tip
geometry [22, 23], surface roughness [24], tip/substrate material [25, 26], and tip-surface
distance [27, 28], and used combinations of experiments, theory and numerical simulations
to improve the scientific understanding of the primary mechanisms that influence TERS
sensitivity.
In addition to these fundamental studies, the field was further improved by practical
refinements in instrument design and experimental methods. Most notable among these
experimental improvements is the development of alternative excitation geometries, each
with its own advantages. The first reported TERS experiments employed a bottom illu-
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mination scheme (see Figure 1.1(a)), in which an inverted optical microscope was used to
excite the tip through a transparent sample. This technique has the primary benefit that
a high numerical aperture (NA) objective can be used; compared to other illumination
schemes, this geometry can achieve a smaller excitation spot, lower optical background,
higher local field intensity at the tip, and higher collection efficiency. However, bottom
illumination requires the use of transparent samples; this limitation spurred the devel-
opment of alternate illumination geometries (Figure 1.3). Side-on [29], parabolic [30],
and top-illumination [31] configurations can all be used to perform TERS on opaque
samples. Despite the lower NA of the optics used in these configurations, the techniques
are compatible with the use of metal substrates, which can couple in special ways with
plasmons in the tip to provide dramatic Raman enhancements (this coupling behavior
will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5). Furthermore, it is well known that metal
substrates can also effectively quench the fluorescence of nearby analytes, which can pro-
vide a reduction in the optical background during TERS measurements and enable the
study of new systems. Between instrument design refinements and improvements in the
production of sharp and highly active plasmonic tips [32], the sensitivity and spatial res-
olution achievable by TERS has reached impressive levels in recent years, culminating in
the Raman imaging of a single molecule by way of a special plasmonically-tunable ultra
high vacuum TERS technique [33].
While this sort of ground-breaking fundamental research has been invaluable in re-
fining and pushing the limits of TERS, these experiments typically make use of special
analytes with strong Raman signals (i.e., resonant Raman scatterers) and are often per-
formed in highly controlled systems (e.g., single-crystal substrates, ion-milled tips). In
contrast to these studies on ideal systems, many groups have instead focused on applying
TERS toward the interrogation of technologically relevant nanomaterials. Many early
demonstrations of applied TERS involved the study of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.3: TERS illumination geometries. Schematic depictions of four differ-
ent excitation and detection geometries used for TERS: (a) bottom illumination, (b)
side-on illumination, (c) parabolic illumination, and (d) top illumination.
graphene because of the local structural information that can be inferred through the
relative strengths and energies of their characteristic Raman modes [34]. Yano et al.
applied TERS to the study of single-walled CNTs and showed that mechanical forces
between the tip and a single nanowire could be used to influence the energy of its vi-
brational modes and improve the effective contrast and resolution of the technique [35].
Novotony et al. have reported on several TERS experiments on graphene, including full
2D Raman imaging of graphene layers in which they could spatially resolve local strain
and defect sites [36]. In addition to structural interrogation, TERS has also shown po-
tential for local detection of catalytic processes. By positioning a Ag TERS tip above
a self-assembled monolayer on a gold surface and optically initializing a reaction at the
tip apex, van Schrojenstein Lantman et al. were able to monitor in real time the local
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catalytic reduction of the monolayer [37]. Not only has TERS been used to detect cat-
alytic events, but also it has recently been demonstrated that the plasmonic field of the
tip can itself behave as a catalyst, driving chemical reactions through the generation of
“hot” electrons [38].
Lastly, considerable progress has been made in recent years in the application of
TERS toward the study of biologically relevant surfaces and materials. Early studies on
crystals and self-assembled monolayers of nucleobases showed that they are spectrally
distinguishable by TERS [39], which suggests that the technique could, in theory, be
applied to the direct sequencing of DNA and RNA strands. Although this goal is very
challenging and has not yet been achieved due to several practical issues, noteworthy
strides have been made in its pursuit. In 2008, Bailo et al. demonstrated local TERS
measurements made at multiple locations along the length of a synthetic poly-cytosine
homopolymer and showed that the technique was spectrally sensitive to local variations
in nucleobase orientation, relative to the surface and tip [40]. Another major goal in the
TERS community is to study cell membranes, or other multifunctional biological sur-
faces, and demonstrate compelling spatial/temporal characterization of their functional
properties. This goal has thus far proven extremely challenging, in part because of the
highly complex and overlapping vibrational signatures of proteins, amino acids, and nu-
cleotides, as well as the dynamic and sensitive nature of cell membranes. Nonetheless,
promising progress in this area has been made by a handful of groups. Neugebauer et al.
performed tip-enhanced Raman interrogation of Staphyllococcus Epidermidis bacterial
cell walls and meticulously deconvoluted the resulting spectra [41], and Cialla et al. pub-
lished comparable results on the tobacco mosaic virus [42]. More recently, the Deckert
group has demonstrated TERS on supported lipid membranes and human cells [43] and
successful used TERS to spatially identify hemozoin crystals in a human blood cell [44].
In the 15 years since its first demonstration, TERS has made considerable progress
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in regards to sensitivity and spatial resolution and has been successfully applied to the
nanoscale chemical and structural characterization of a variety of material systems. How-
ever, the technique has not yet achieved widespread adoption, in part because of the lim-
itations on sample materials and designs, which arise due to the inefficiency of Raman
scattering and/or the overwhelming background contributions from sample fluorescence.
As such, the development and refinement of new techniques that provide substantial im-
provements to signal gain would benefit the field and could enable the study of more
challenging and complex systems.
1.5 Project goals
The plasmonic resonance characteristics of the tip-surface system are known to dra-
matically influence the enhancement of Raman scattering because of the critical role that
plasmons play in mediating the excitation and scattering processes. Accordingly, incred-
ible Raman gains have been reported in a few special circumstances, such as the single
molecule imaging experiment [33], in which the resonance of the plasmonic tip-surface
cavity could be tuned to match the frequency of the Raman transitions. However, the
Raman enhancements in most TERS instruments are limited because of the inability
to monitor or adjust the plasmonic resonance characteristics of the tip-surface system.
Based on this principle, we hypothesize that by improving our understanding and con-
trol of the resonance behavior of the tip-surface system, we will be able to dynamically
optimize this behavior and increase the Raman enhancement of our system. In light of
this, the previously stated project goals are reiterated below but with the inclusion of a
final item that reflects the broader significance and applicability of our findings to the
TERS and TENOM communities:
1. Design and construct a TENOM instrument that combines an atomic force micro-
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scope (AFM), a confocal Raman microscope, and a unique attenuated total reflec-
tion (ATR)-geometry illumination system for controlled excitation and detection
of near-field phenomena.
2. Demonstrate the instrument’s ability to locally enhance and measure surface chem-
istry with nanoscale spatial resolution by performing correlated topographic and
Raman imaging of a nanostructured, chemically patterned surface.
3. Evaluate the instrument’s ability to excite and measure a variety of near-field opti-
cal phenomena using the ATR system and compare experimental results with both
theory and simulations.
4. Quantitatively compare the use of ATR and side-on illumination configurations
for chemical imaging experiments with emphasis on their relative signal strengths,
enhancement factors, and spatial resolution.
5. Use the TENOM instrument to investigate the optical properties of the coupled
tip-surface system at short separation distances, particularly as they pertain to
plasmonic behavior and spectroscopic enhancement.
6. Leverage insights resulting from tip-surface plasmon resonance studies to develop
systematic improvements to the instrument design and operation that expand the
ultimate capabilities of near-field optical techniques.
In the following chapters, we (i) discuss in detail how each of these goals was achieved,
(ii) summarize the potential impact of our findings on the greater scientific community,
and (iii) propose several future directions that would expand the functionality and sen-
sitivity of the TENOM instrument.
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Chapter 2
Design and validation of a
tip-enhanced near-field optical
microscopy (TENOM) instrument
2.1 Design overview
As discussed in Chapter 1, a TENOM instrument consists of three component sys-
tems: (i) a scanning probe microscope for control of the TENOM tip position, (ii) an
optical illumination system for tip excitation, and (iii) a collection and detection system
for measurement of tip-enhanced optical signals. Major design decisions, such as the
choice of SPM technique and illumination/collection scheme, depend critically on the
intended applications of the instrument. In the case of the present microscope, such
decisions were made to maximize the versatility of the instrument, as well as to facil-
itate the inclusion of an additional component, a unique attenuated total reflectance
(ATR)-geometry excitation/detection system that will be discussed in detail in Chapter
3.
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The overall TENOM instrument designed in this work is shown schematically in
Figure 2.1. At its center is a highly modified commercial AFM around which a variety
of cameras and custom optical systems are positioned. A compact confocal Raman
microscope, equipped with a laser, monochromator, and CCD, is used for both side-on
tip excitation and signal collection. The ATR system is built on the optical bench in front
of the AFM and couples to the rest of the microscope by way of a custom stage that houses
most of the system’s critical optics. The present chapter focuses primarily on the design
and validation of both the AFM and Raman microscope components of the system,
and it concludes with a demonstration of their combined operation to perform super-
resolution chemical interrogation of a nanopatterned surface. The following discussion
will emphasize the instrument’s performance as it relates to the following technical goals:
• Stable AFM operation at small force set point (∼nN)
• Diffraction-limited tip illumination
• Efficient confocal scattered light collection
• Strong plasmonic enhancement from TENOM tips
• Ability to detect chemical variations at sub-diffraction-limited spatial resolutions
(i.e., <200 nm)
2.2 Atomic force microscope
Perhaps the most critical decision in building a TENOM instrument is the selection of
an appropriate SPM technique with which to measure and control tip-surface interactions.
While scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) provides several unique benefits, such as
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the TENOM instrument. The instrument consists
of three main components: (i) an atomic force microscope, (ii) a confocal Raman
microscope with fiber-coupled monochromator and CCD, and (iii) an ATR-geometry
near-field excitation/detection system (detail shown in Chapter 3) that is coupled to
the instrument by way of a custom sample stage. Top- and side-view cameras were
used extensively for system observation and alignment. Note: CCD = charge-coupled
device, DM = dichroic mirror, F = filter, FC = fiber coupler, L = lens, LD = laser
diode, LLF = laser line filter, LP = linear polarizer, LWD = long working distance
objective, PSD = position-sensitive detector, SM = steering mirror, Z = z-piezo
exceptional spatial resolution and tip-surface distance control, the technique is inherently
limited to use on conducting materials. This restriction precludes the study of a wide
range of systems, such as biological surfaces, and makes AFM the ideal SPM technique
for a versatile TENOM instrument. Before describing any specifics of the AFM design
process, it is important for the coming discussion to briefly explain a few of the relevant
principles behind contact mode AFM operation. In contact mode AFM, the probe tip is
attached to the end of a flexible cantilever; the deflection of this cantilever is monitored
by way of the “beam-bounce” optical technique and is used to measure tip-surface forces.
Light from a laser diode is reflected off the back of the cantilever, and the reflected beam
is directed onto a four-quadrant, position-sensitive detector (PSD). The PSD measures
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the beam position relative to the center of the detector and is used to observe vertical and
lateral displacements of the reflected beam, which are related to deflection and twisting
of the cantilever, respectively. The vertical displacement signal, hereafter referred to as
the “top minus bottom”, or T–B, signal (i.e., it is determined from the signal difference
between the top and bottom halves of the PSD), is of particular relevance because it is
roughly proportional to the tip-surface force. Using this signal as feedback, the computer-
controlled electronics can regulate the vertical position of the tip (via a piezoelectric
actuator) to keep the tip-surface force at or near a predetermined set-point value while
the sample is laterally scanned below the tip. This arrangement enables controlled,
constant-force measurement of surface height as a function of stage position and can
yield topographic line profiles and images. Given this principle of operation, the stability
of the beam-bounce system is critically important in contact mode AFM, as it is the
singular feedback mechanism for maintaining constant tip-surface force. In addition to
a robust beam-bounce system, there are several other key AFM design criteria that are
necessary for successful TENOM operation:
1. Stable AFM regulation and position control: The ability to precisely control
and maintain both the tip-surface force and the tip position over the course of sev-
eral minutes is critical for nanoscale optical measurements; this was the justification
for starting with a commercial system.
2. Robust imaging over a range of lengthscales: Regions of interest are often
found via large area topography scans, and the interrogation area is narrowed for
high resolution optical measurements.
3. Open optical access: To most efficiently collect the desired tip-enhanced signals,
the Raman microscope objective must be positioned at its optimal working distance
from the tip apex and have an unobstructed “view” of the tip-surface junction.
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Furthermore, optical access from the top and side are important for both tip/surface
observation and system alignment.
4. Optically isolated beam-bounce system: It is important that the Raman laser
not interfere with the beam-bounce optical system and that the beam-bounce laser
does not interfere with Raman measurements.
In the following sections, we discuss the extensive modification of the commercial
AFM to fit these requirements, as well as the validation of the redesigned system to test
its capabilities.
2.2.1 AFM design
Considering the aforementioned criteria, we started with a Park XE-100 commercial
AFM whose original design had two primary drawbacks. First, the beam-bounce system
made use of a 650 nm laser diode, whose emission was broad and would overlap with
and overwhelm any Raman measurements done with 633 nm HeNe excitation light (the
intended design wavelength of the TENOM system). Second, and more significantly, the
physical design of the AFM’s beam-bounce housing severely restricted optical access from
all sides and prevented even an ultra-long working distance microscope objective from
getting sufficiently close to the AFM tip (see Figure 2.2(a) and (b)). Furthermore, the
compact and efficient design of the beam-bounce mechanism precluded the simplest solu-
tion of re-machining the original parts to accommodate the Raman microscope objective
(Figure 2.2(c)). Thus, the beam-bounce mechanism and housing, hereafter referred to
collectively as the AFM head unit, had to be redesigned and machined from scratch to
provide the necessary access for the optical components of the TENOM instrument.
To maximize the compatibility of the custom-designed head unit with the rest of the
commercial AFM, many aspects of the original design, including some original compo-
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Figure 2.2: Original commercial AFM design with limited optical access.
(a) Top- and (b) bottom-view renderings of the Park XE-100 commercial AFM head
unit and a 0.42 NA objective positioned near the cantilever. The overlap between the
two components illustrates the obstructed optical access of the original design. (c)
Rendering of the AFM head’s rocker plate (a critical component of the beam-bounce
mechanism) with the objective-obstructing portion removed. We concluded that re-
moving this section would compromise the mechanical integrity of the beam-bounce
system.
nents, were preserved by reverse-engineering the beam-bounce pathway and mechanism.
A computer-aided design program (SketchUp) was used extensively in the development
of the replacement AFM head and was invaluable in ensuring the mutual compatibility
of custom and original AFM parts. Furthermore, the physically precise 3D SketchUp
model, which was extended to include all critical components of the commercial AFM,
facilitated the design and layout of the TENOM instrument’s other components (i.e., the
Raman microscope and the ATR system) and was critically important in verifying the
alignment of these independent systems with the AFM tip.
The final design of the AFM head, shown in Figure 2.3, retains several of the desirable
features of the original, while resolving the issue of spectral overlap and providing open
access from three different directions. The beam-bounce pathway, shown schematically in
Figure 2.3(b), is similar to the original design in that the laser diode sits inside a “rocker
plate” that is mounted to an outer housing via springs. In place of the original 650
nm diode, we instead used an 850 nm near infrared diode; this wavelength is sufficiently
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separated in energy from the 633nm Raman excitation light that it does not interfere with
Raman measurements from 0–3000 cm−1. A small right-angle prism mounted on a glass
slide is attached to the rocker plate and used to steer the laser beam downward toward the
cantilever. This clever design enables unobstructed top-side observation of the cantilever
and sample through the glass slide by way of a long working distance (LWD) objective
and camera. The tip-tilt orientation of the rocker plate controls the path of the beam-
bounce laser and can be adjusted using two thumb screws to align the beam with the
end of the AFM cantilever. The laser light reflected off the cantilever is directed toward
the center of the PSD using a steering mirror; along the way, the light passes through a
850 nm bandpass filter, which is intended to prevent any 633 nm Raman excitation light
from reaching the PSD and interfering with the AFM’s regulation. Of course, the most
important aspect of the custom AFM head is the open optical access afforded by the
unique shape of the rocker plate and outer housing; this allows the Raman microscope
objective to be positioned with the AFM tip at its optimal focal point. The housing
design opposite the Raman microscope also provides access for a side-on observation
microscope that is vital for alignment of the tip/cantilever with the beam-bounce laser,
the Raman microscope, and the ATR system. The custom housing and rocker plate were
machined from aluminum and black anodized to minimize reflections and scattering of
stray light during Raman measurements.
The AFM can be operated in either an internal or external control scheme as detailed
in the signal routing schematics in Figure 2.4. Under internal control, all piezo movements
and instrument parameters are passed to the AFM by its associated commercial software,
which runs independently on a dedicated PC (PC2). This software is used extensively for
different aspects of instrument operation and control, such as beam-bounce alignment,
tip approach, and adjustment of stage scanning parameters (scan size/speed/location)
and tip regulation parameters (set-point, gain). It also produces high-quality calibrated
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Figure 2.3: Modified AFM head design. (a) Front-view rendering of the custom
AFM head with the Raman microscope and top- and side-view objectives positioned
around the cantilever. Several important elements of the beam-bounce mechanism are
also labeled. (b) Schematic of the beam-bounce optical path and steering mechanisms
(see text for detailed discussion). Green and blue arrows represent how the beam path
changes due to adjustments of the rocker plate and steering mirror, respectively. (c)
Photograph of the final AFM head incorporated into the TENOM instrument.
images thanks to its closed-loop piezo correction. While operating in this mode, several
important internal signals (e.g., T–B, z-piezo drive voltage) can be passively monitored
by way of the AFM’s Signal Access Module (SAM). This is particularly useful in the
case of the T–B signal, which can be scrutinized with an oscilloscope to qualitatively
assess tip-surface forces during tip approach and ensure adequate tip regulation during
scanning.
While internal control is useful for simple AFM imaging of surfaces, external control
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Figure 2.4: Signal routing schematics for AFM operation modes. (a)
Schematic of the signal routing during internal control of the AFM. PC2 is used
to pass feedback parameters (P) and piezo driving signals (D, blue lines) to the AFM
controller and also records monitoring signals (M, red lines) during measurements.
The signal access module (SAM) enables passive observation of driving and monitor-
ing signals with an oscilloscope. (b) Schematic of the signal routing during external
control of the AFM. PC1 is used to pass driving signals to the AFM by way of a data
acquisition board (DAQ) and the SAM. In some external control experiments (e.g.
topographic imaging), PC2 can simultaneously pass feedback parameters to the AFM
controller for active z-piezo regulation.
enables greater versatility and customization of TENOM experiments, as well as being
critical for synchronization of AFM movements during near-field optical measurements.
Most applications requiring external control consist of timed movements of the AFM
piezo elements and concurrent collection of AFM output signals and/or optical signals
from the instrument’s other components. These synchronized actions are orchestrated by
custom LabVIEW programs on a separate PC (PC1) that make use of a digital-to-analog
converter (DAQ) board to write and read AFM signals by way of the SAM. In this way,
LabVIEW can be used to take over the stage and/or tip scanning operations, as well as
perform imaging, approach curves, and a variety of more complex experiments involving
the AFM.
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2.2.2 AFM validation
Because of the substantial modifications made to the original AFM design, it was
important to carefully assess the instrument’s performance afterward to confirm the
functionality of the custom head. Specifically, we sought to verify the following necessary
criteria:
1. Tip stability with a static sample: TENOM experiments often require that
the tip be stationary relative to the sample for long periods of time (i.e., seconds
to minutes)
2. Large- and small-area scan capabilities: Many TENOM experiments require
large area imaging followed by high resolution, short distance studies.
3. Accurate piezo calibration: Piezo calibration is critical for quantitative spatial
evaluation of TENOM results.
4. Low-force (∼nN) imaging: Because TENOM tips are coated in Au, they are
very delicate, as are many samples; operating at a low tip-surface force is important
for prolonging tip lifetimes and preserving their plasmonic properties.
5. External piezo control and imaging: TENOM experiments are performed ex-
clusively via external control, and thus, proper external operation must be con-
firmed.
Most of these properties and capabilities were tested by topographically imaging sev-
eral different samples that spanned a range of feature sizes in X,Y and Z. The grid
pattern imaged in Figure 2.5(a) is an AFM calibration standard with a 3 µm in-plane
pitch and step heights of 1 µm; imaging this sample is particularly challenging because
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of the height and sharpness of the features. The quality of the image clearly demon-
strates the instrument’s ability to maintain proper regulation, even during large area
scans and high tip-scanning speeds. The line pattern shown in Figure 2.5(b) is another
calibration standard and is used for higher resolution calibration, as its feature sizes are
roughly an order of magnitude smaller than the grid pattern. Both of these images were
quantitatively compared against the known features dimensions of the samples, and they
confirmed the calibration of the AFM x-, y-, and z-piezos over a range of lengthscales.
Figure 2.5(c). is an image of an isolated carbon nanotube on an Au substrate and is the
most important display of the instrument’s sensitivity. Because the nanotube was not
bound to the Au surface by any chemical means, it was extremely susceptible to me-
chanical disturbances (i.e., being pushed around by the tip); thus, imaging this nanowire
required stable AFM operation at a very low set-point force (<∼1 nN). Not only does
the latter image demonstrate the AFM’s ability to sensitively measure delicate samples,
but it also exhibits excellent vertical resolution in both the height of the nanotube (<10
nm) and the roughness of the Au surface (RMS ∼2 nm).
Lastly, to test the performance of the external control scheme, the custom LabVIEW
software was used to pilot the AFM and collect a topographic image of the line pat-
tern shown in Figure 2.5(b) The resulting image, shown in Figure 2.5(d), confirmed the
viability of external control and allowed us to estimate the piezos’ characteristic voltage-
position relations. However, the image exhibits considerable piezo hysteresis artifacts in
the form of feature broadening near the edges, despite efforts to mitigate these effects
through data treatment and revised scanning protocols. This hysteresis makes internal
AFM control preferable for imaging because it is precisely corrected for by the com-
mercial software. However, these results demonstrate that external AFM control is still
sufficiently accurate for TENOM experiments.
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Figure 2.5: AFM imaging of test structures. (a) Topographic image of a 2D grid
pattern (3 µm pitch in x and y; feature height = 600 nm; internal AFM control). (b)
and (d) Topographic images of a 1D grating pattern (300 nm pitch; feature height = 50
nm) measured via internal and external AFM control, respectively. (c) Topographic
image of a multi-walled carbon nanotube on a Au substrate (feature height = 8 nm,
internal AFM control).
2.3 Raman microscope
The key optical component of the TENOM instrument is a custom-built confocal
Raman microscope that is used to focus laser light onto the tip, collect the light that is
emitted, and spectrally analyze the collected light to detect chemically specific optical
events. The critical design goals for this system were as follows:
1. Diffraction-limited excitation and collection: Ensuring that the focused laser
spot and the collection volume are as small as possible will maximize the light inten-
sity at the tip and minimize the physical size of the background region, respective.
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2. Efficient confocal collection: Confocal collection improves the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) by narrowing the microscope’s depth of field to preferentially reject
background light.
3. High-efficiency detection: Raman scattering is inherently weak; thus, a high-
sensitivity, low noise detector is important.
4. Piezo-controlled positioning: TENOM experiments require precise alignment
of the Raman microscope and the tip to ensure optimal signal collection.
In the following sections, the design and operation of the custom Raman microscope
is described, and the results of three validation studies are discussed to assess the per-
formance of the microscope relative to the criteria above.
2.3.1 Microscope design
A schematic of the microscope’s optical path is shown in Figure 2.6. The microscope
is mounted at 60◦ from the sample normal on a 3-axis piezo flexure stage (NanoMax,
ThorLabs) that allows precise control of the focal point relative to the tip and sample.
During top-side illumination experiments, 633 nm laser light from a 10 mW HeNe laser is
fiber-coupled to the microscope by way of a panda-style polarization-maintaining, single-
mode optical fiber. The linearly-polarized light exiting the fiber is collimated, filtered
and expanded to a ∼12 mm parallel beam. An iris reduces the beam diameter to that of
the objective rear aperture (∼6 mm) before it is directed towards the objective using a
dichroic mirror (RazorEdge, Semrock). The optics are oriented such that the polarization
plane of the laser light is parallel to the tip axis to maximize tip-laser coupling. A 0.42
NA, infinity-corrected, 50X LWD objective is used to focus the laser light on the tip.
The same objective is used to collect the light scattered by the tip during TENOM
experiments. The collected light passes through the dichroic mirror and a long-pass 633
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of Raman microscope design. Schematic of the optical
path of the Raman microscope and the signal routing for PC control of the monochro-
mator and CCD. The PC can also be used to control the Raman microscope’s piezo
stage for automated scanning protocols (e.g., 2D spectroscopic imaging).
nm Raman filter (RazorEdge ultrasteep, Semrock), attenuating the elastically scattered
(Rayleigh) signal by >108 and allowing simultaneous measurement of Rayleigh and Ra-
man scattering, with Raman detection as low as ∼70 cm−1. An 842 nm short-pass filter
(BrightLine, Semrock) is used to reject any spurious light from the AFM beam-bounce
laser. An achromatic doublet (f = 60 mm) focuses the collected light into the core of
a multi-mode optical fiber (interchangeable with avalable core diameters of 50, 100, and
200 µm) that acts as a confocal pinhole (spatial filter) to narrow the microscope’s depth
of field by rejecting out-of-focus light (see Figure 2.8(a)). The spatial extent of this light
rejection is a function of the fiber core diameter, as will be discussed in the next section.
Light exiting the other end of the collection fiber is f-matched to a monochromator (550
mm focal length, Jobin-Yvon iHR550), where it is wavelength dispersed by one of three
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possible gratings, depending on the signal intensity and desired spectral resolution. The
dispersed light is then refocused onto a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD detector (Symphony,
Jobin-Yvon), which provides high-sensitivity, low-noise detection due to its exceptional
suppression of thermal noise.
Both the monochromator and the CCD are controlled by custom LabVIEW programs,
which are used to adjust important parameters, such as the monochromator’s grating
position and entrance slit width and the CCD’s acquisition time. LabVIEW is also used
to trigger spectral acquisition, often times in synchrony with other instrument operations,
and to read out and record the resulting spectra. The position of the Raman microscope
relative to the sample and AFM is controlled via the 3-axis stage on which it is mounted;
this enables coarse movement, by way of micrometer drives, as well as fine position
control, by way of piezoelectric actuators. These piezos are driven by an adjustable high
voltage amplifier, which can either be controlled manually or by LabVIEW, similarly to
the external AFM control discussed previously. This enables automated stage scanning
routines with synchronized spectral collection and facilitated a variety of experiments,
including the validation studies detailed in the next section.
2.3.2 Microscope validation
The performance of the Raman microscope was carefully evaluated using a number of
experiments that not only provided quantitative metrics for the system’s spatial resolu-
tion, but also helped in the optimization of its alignment. The in-plane spatial resolution
of the optical system was determined by measuring the point-spread function (PSF),
which describes how a microscope images a point source (i.e., an infinitesimal light emit-
ter). The PSF was measured by “imaging” the fluorescence from an isolated fluorescent
nanoparticle with a diameter (170 nm) much smaller than the diffraction limit. In this
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context, “imaging” is performed by raster scanning the microscope in the plane of the
sample surface and pausing to collect an optical spectrum at each (x,y) position. A 2D
image is subsequently constructed by mapping the intensity of a desired spectral feature,
in this case the fluorescence from the nanoparticle, at each (x,y) pixel. Ideally, the emis-
sion from the point source should be constant throughout the scan in order to isolate
the PSF of the collection pathway. Unfortunately, this is not possible with the present
system since the nanoparticle is being excited by the focused laser spot, which has its own
spatial distribution. Thus, the resulting PSF, shown in Figure 2.7, is a convolution of
the excitation and collection pathways. Nevertheless, it faithfully represents the spatial
resolution of the combined optical system. Line-cuts through the center of the 2D PSF
pattern exhibit Gaussian profiles, as expected, a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 3.1 µm and 1.3 µm in the long (x) and short (y) axes, respectively. For comparison,
theoretical predictions for the PSF of a diffraction-limited system yield FWHM values
of 2.31 µm and 0.63 µm in the x and y axes, respectively [1]. The observed deviations
from the theoretical diffraction limit are most likely due to convolution of the excitation
and illumination pathways caused by their misalignment. Unfortunately, this is diffi-
cult to correct since neither pathway can be measured independently with the present
microscope arrangement.
The efficiency of the microscope’s confocal light collection and rejection was quantified
by measuring the depth of field (DOF) for three different “pinhole” sizes (i.e., collection
fibers of varying core diameter). The DOF, which is effectively a measure of the PSF
along the microscope’s optical axis, was determined experimentally by measuring Raman
scattering from a thin film of InSb as the microscope was moved in and out of focus
(see Figure 2.8(a)). When the focal point of the objective was aligned with the InSb
surface, Raman collection was optimal; moving the microscope either up or down from
this point reduced the Raman collection efficiency. Figure 2.8(b) shows the results of the
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Figure 2.7: Point spread function of the Raman microscope. 2D spectral
image of an isolated fluorescent nanoparticle (170 nm diameter) on a Si surface taken
by raster scanning the Raman microscope relative to the sample surface and measuring
a fluorescence spectrum at each pixel. used to quantify the spatial resolution of the
optical system. Line profiles through the long (x) and short (y) axes of the image are
shown (points above and to the left) with corresponding Gaussian fits (curves), which
display FWHMs of 3.1 µm and 1.3 µm, respectively.
DOF experiments for all three collection fibers, along with Gaussian fits whose FWHMs
allow us to quantify the DOF. The DOF measurements also provided an absolute and
quantitative comparison of the collection efficiency and background rejection of different
fibers. Figure 2.8(c) compares the individual spectra (from the same DOF measurements
as in (b)) taken at optimal focus for both the 50 µm and 100 µm fibers. The spectra
show that the 50 µm fiber collects nearly as much Raman light as 100 µm fiber, but
the background intensity (the Rayleigh scattering at 0 cm−1) is reduced by 65%. This
demonstrates that not only is the confocal collection working as expected to reduce
optical background intensity, but also, the system is clearly in excellent alignment since
reducing the fiber size did not result in a considerable loss of signal.
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InSb phonon
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2.8: Depth of field of the Raman microscope. (a) Schematic depiction
of the depth-of-field experiment showing how a small aperture (in this case, the core
of the collection fiber) can reject out-of-focus light. Spectra on the right in (a) demon-
strate the signal of interest: a Raman peak associated with phonon excitation in the
InSb sample. (b) Results of the depth-of-field measurements showing the observed
intensity of the InSb phonon as a function of sample height (relative to the position
of optimal focus) for three different fiber core sizes (50, 100 and 200 µm). Experi-
mental data (points) were fit to Gaussian profiles (curves). (c) Direct comparison of
individual spectra from (b) taken at optimal focus (“Sample height” = 0) for fiber
core sizes of 50 and 100 µm. Reduction in Rayleigh scattering (0 cm−1) for 50 µm
fiber demonstrates effective background light rejection, and small difference in Raman
signal (190 cm−1) suggests excellent alignment of collection system.
The final validation study, designed to demonstrate the microscope’s sensitivity and
practical applicability, involved the imaging of a chemically heterogeneous surface. The
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goals of the experiment were twofold:
1. Demonstrate that the system has sufficient sensitivity to detect Raman scattering
with reasonably short collection times (e.g., <∼2 sec/pixel), to enable high reso-
lution line scans and 2D optical imaging within a practical timescale (e.g., 30x30
pixel image in <1 hr).
2. Perform full 2D spectral imaging of a heterogeneous surface, mapping different
spectral features to form chemical images.
The sample used for this experiment consisted of a glass coverslip with palladium
oxide (PdO) squares on the surface. Samples were prepared by using electron beam
evaporation to deposit 100 nm of Pd through the holes in a 300 mesh TEM grid and
subsequently annealing the Pd in air at 300◦C for ∼12 hr. PdO was chosen because it
supports an optical phonon (a quantized crystal lattice vibration) that can be detected
by Raman spectroscopy, however, it is a non-resonant mode and is therefore weak and not
trivial to detect. Furthermore, the glass substrate also displays weak optical emission in
the form of a broad fluorescent band caused by impurities such as sodium. Thus, the PdO
squares and the substrate both exhibit weak spectral signatures by which they can be
chemically distinguished. By “imaging” this sample (i.e., raster scanning the microscope
in discrete steps and collecting an optical spectrum at each position), two different 2D
images can be constructed from the resulting spectral data: one image that spatially
plots the intensity of the PdO Raman peak, and one that plots the intensity of the glass
fluorescence.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.9, with panel (a) showing a spatial
map of the PdO Raman intensity and panel (c) plotting the glass fluorescence; between
them, in panel (b), two individual spectra from the dataset are plotted for comparison.
The top spectrum, taken when the microscope was focused on the glass substrate, clearly
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Figure 2.9: 2D Raman/fluorescence mapping of PdO squares on glass. (a)
and (c) Far-field spectral (chemical) images of the corner of a PdO square on a glass
coverslip measured using the procedure described in the text. (a) 2D intensity map of
the PdO Raman peak (∼550 cm−1). (c) 2D intensity map of the broad fluorescence
band generated by impurities in the glass. (b) Two representative spectra from the
same dataset as (a) and (c) which demonstrate the shape, intensity, and wavenumber
position of two spectral features of interest.
shows the broad fluorescent band expected and exhibits no Raman peaks. Conversely,
the bottom spectrum, taken near the center of the PdO square, shows no fluorescence
and a clear Raman peak at ∼600 cm−1 that is associated with the PdO phonon. As
anticipated, the 2D intensity plots of these spectral features are complementary, and the
“sharpness” of transition from PdO to glass is consistent with the PSF of microscope,
though it may also be convolved with a thinning of the PdO layer near the feature edges.
The clarity and S/N of these weak spectral features nicely demonstrates the sensitivity
of the Raman microscope, and the pixel density, achieved here in a timescale of roughly
one hour, is a testament to the practical applicability of the system for 2D spectroscopic
imaging and high-resolution 1D line-scanning.
2.4 Plasmonic tip preparation
As was discussed in Chapter 1, TENOM techniques utilize sharp metallic probes that
can couple with light to excite plasmonic modes, leading to strong localized electric fields
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at their apexes, which are used to enhance optical emissions from a nanoscale region
on the sample surface. In the case of Raman scattering, the magnitude of this signal
enhancement scales non-linearly with the intensity of the local field, so even a marginal
increase in the field strength can result in substantial Raman signal gain. Thus, the
optical properties of the tip, which dictate the efficiency of optical coupling and the
intensity of the enhanced field, are of critical importance for TENOM measurements,
particularly those measuring Raman scattering. In this brief section, we will discuss the
procedure developed for reliable fabrication of plasmonically active tips, as well as the
techniques used to assess their performance.
Plasmonically-active TENOM tips were made via electron-beam evaporation of Au
onto commercial contact AFM tips (ATECCont, NanoAndMore). Tips were mounted
in a planetary arrangement on a rotating stage, with the tip axes aligned roughly along
the axis of rotation and angled ∼50◦ relative to the evaporation direction (see Figure
2.10(a)). In this orientation, the evaporated metal atoms were incident upon the tip
sidewalls at a low angle, improving the uniformity of the deposition. A thin (5 nm) Cr
layer was deposited first at a low deposition rate (0.1 A˚/s) to facilitate adhesion of the
subsequent Au layer; approximately 50–100 nm of Au was then deposited on the tip at
a rate of ∼1.5 A˚/s. In some cases, the deposition of an additional Au layer (5 nm Cr /
70 nm Au) on the back side of the cantilever was required for adequate reflection of the
beam-bounce laser.
After metal deposition, the quality of the coated tips was assessed by several means.
SEM was first used to image the tip apexes at high resolution and provide approximations
for the radii of curvature (Figure 2.10(b) and (c)). In some cases, the tips were also used
for topographic imaging of specific test structures, which can yield additional information
about both the geometry of the tip apex/shaft and its stability during imaging. In
particular, the imaging of quantum dots (Figure 2.10(d)) enables clear visualization of
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Figure 2.10: Tip preparation and assessment. (a) Schematic of the physical
arrangement used during the TENOM tip coating procedure to ensure sufficient Au
coverage for plasmonic activity. (b) and (c) Electron micrographs of an Au-coated
TENOM tip; used to assess coating uniformity and tip radius. (d) AFM topography
image of quantum dots on Si; used to evaluate apex symmetry and effective resolu-
tion. (e) Tip on and tip off Raman spectra; used to assess plasmonic properties and
approximate Raman enhancement factor.
the shape, size and symmetry of the apex, which is the region most responsible for the
tip’s plasmonic behavior and spatial resolution. The optical activity of these coated tips,
which dictates their ultimate performance in TENOM measurements, was qualitatively
assessed by a tip-on vs. tip-off experiment. In this measurement, the sample consisted of
a thin layer of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc), a strongly Raman-active molecule, atop
a substrate of Au (40 nm) on glass. After the focal point of the Raman microscope
was carefully aligned with the tip apex, the tip was brought into contact with the CuPc
surface and a Raman spectrum taken. The tip was then disengaged from surface and a
second spectrum was taken. Comparison of the tip-on and tip-off spectra (Figure 2.10(e))
clearly demonstrates the signal enhancement due to the presence of the tip and allows a
qualitative evaluation of the strength of its plasmonic activity.
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2.5 Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS)
Having extensively validated the independent performance of both the AFM and
the Raman microscope, we next sought to combine and synchronize their operation to
perform TENOM (e.g., TERS) measurements of a surface below the diffraction limit.
The major goals of this experiment were as follows:
1. Prepare a surface with correlated chemical and topographic variations over nanoscale
dimensions.
2. Simultaneously collect topographic and spectroscopic (chemical) data along a line
scan of this sample.
3. Demonstrate correlation of chemical and topographic data.
4. Demonstrate sub-diffraction-limited spatial resolution.
In the following sections, we describe the procedures used to prepare the sample and
perform the TENOM measurement, and we present and discuss the experimental results,
which confirm the successful operation of the TENOM instrument.
2.5.1 Experimental methods
The spatially-patterned sample designed for TERS experiments was prepared us-
ing nanosphere lithography (NSL), which provides a straightforward, photoresist-free
method to create regular, nanoscale features with well-defined geometries. In this pro-
cess, Langmuir-Blodgettry was used to deposit a hexagonally close-packed layer of 1 µm
silica particles onto the surface of a bare silicon wafer. Electron-beam evaporation was
then used to deposit 5 nm of Cr (for adhesion) and 100 nm of Au through the triangular
interstitial holes of the microparticle mask. After removing the particles by sonication,
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the sample was imaged via AFM, revealing the desired hexagonal array of uniform Au
triangles roughly 300 nm across. Next, a two-step process was used to functionalize the
Au islands with a monolayer of methylene blue (MB), which was chosen because of its
strong Raman scattering under 633 nm excitation. First, the sample was immersed in a
3.5 mM solution of Na2S for 30 min at 65
◦ to functionalize the Au surface with sulfur,
which pulls electron density from the Au and gives the surface a partial negative electro-
static charge. Next, the sulfur-modified Au was immersed in a 0.1 mM solution of MB in
0.1 M NaOH for 30 min, where, due to the basic conditions, cationic MB molecules ad-
here weakly to the Au surface (procedure adapted from [2]). The result of this procedure
is a surface with regular, nanoscale topographic features that are selectively functional-
ized with a Raman-active molecule. Such correlated topographic and chemical variations
make this sample an ideal platform with which to demonstrate the capabilities of the
TENOM system.
The first step of the TENOM measurement was to carefully align the focal point of
the Raman microscope with the tip apex. First, the tip was engaged on the surface in a
suitable region for the desired TENOM experiment. Rough alignment of the system was
done by adjusting the micrometer drives of the Raman microscope stage while using the
top- and side-view cameras to visually observe the position of the laser spot relative to
the tip. From there, the alignment was optimized manually using the microscope’s piezo
actuators; this optimization process involved iteratively adjusting the three axes of the
stage while simultaneously monitoring optical spectra collected by the microscope. As
soon as the system was in moderate alignment, a weak photoluminescence signal from the
tip was observed in these spectra, and by moving the microscope to maximize this signal,
optimal system alignment was achieved. Once aligned, the tip and Raman microscope
were held in static alignment for the remainder of the measurement while the sample was
independently scanned relative to them both.
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The second step of the TENOM measurement, data collection, required controlled
stage scanning with synchronized collection of optical spectra and thus, was facilitated by
custom LabVIEW software. Using the external control scheme shown in Figure 2.4(b),
a topographic image of the sample was acquired to determine a suitable position for a
TENOM line scan (i.e., a scan path that passed over several Au islands). Finally, the
line scan was performed in the following manner. The sample stage was moved to the
selected starting position and a Raman spectrum was collected. The stage was then
moved to the next Raman pixel, with LabVIEW recording the surface topography along
the way, and the next spectrum was collected. This process was repeated until the line
scan was complete, yielding a data set consisting of a 256-pixel topography profile with
50 tip-enhanced Raman spectra taken concurrently at regular intervals along the 3 µm
scan line.
2.5.2 TERS results and discussion
The results of the TENOM experiment described above are presented in Figure 2.11,
where the left half shows the Raman (top) and topographic (bottom) results of the
line scan, along with an inset topographic image of the scan region, and the right half
shows selected spectra from the scan alongside a far-field Raman spectrum of bulk MB
for comparison. The plots on the left side of the figure are oriented such that the full
Raman spectrum corresponding to each position along the topography profile is repre-
sented vertically in the column directly above that position. As anticipated, these data
demonstrate a clear correlation between raised topography and increased optical signals
(i.e., when the tip was positioned over the MB-functionalized Au, optical emission in-
creased). Although most of this signal increase is in the form of a broad fluorescent
band, which does not provide the desired local chemical information, there are a few
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Figure 2.11: Nanoscale chemical imaging via TERS. Results of a TERS line
scan across methlene blue (MB)-functionalized Au triangles on Si (sample design and
experimental procedure described in text). Left: Topography profile (bottom) and
corresponding tip-enhanced Raman spectra (above) vertically aligned such that the
“Position” axis below applies to both data sets. Spectral variations along the length
of the line scan correlate well with changes in the topography and show that optical
emission increases when the tip is positioned over the Au features. Right: Individual
spectra, taken at the numbered positions marked along the topography profile, plotted
along with a far-field Raman spectrum of bulk MB. Vertical dashed lines indicate the
characteristic Raman peaks of MB, which are correspondingly shown as horizontal
lines in the spectral data on the left. Odd-numbered (red) and even-numbered (black)
spectra correspond to the tip being positioned ON and OFF an Au feature, respec-
tively. The ON-Au spectra exhibit spectral features between 1400 and 1600 cm−1
that are aligned with the far-field Raman peaks observed in MB. No such features
are observed in the OFF-Au spectra, which suggests that they indeed are due to tip
enhancement.
spectra that display weak peaks on top of this fluorescence, potentially indicating the
local enhancement of MB Raman scattering. To confirm this assertion, some of these
enhanced (ON-Au, red) spectra, as well as several featureless (OFF-Au, black) spectra,
were plotted alongside a far-field Raman spectrum of bulk MB (blue), and the enhanced
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Raman peaks were indexed against the characteristic peaks of MB (dashed lines). The
alignment of the enhanced and expected peaks, along with the absence of these peaks
in the OFF-Au spectra, strongly suggests that the enhanced Raman scattering in the
ON-Au regions was due to the presence of the plasmonic tip, confirming the instrument’s
ability to locally interrogate surface chemistry. Furthermore, a closer look at the spectra
near Position 5 allows an estimate of the system’s spatial resolution. The spectrum taken
at this position exhibits clear Raman signatures of MB; however, the two spectra taken
immediately before and after show no observable Raman enhancement. This suggests
that the lateral resolution of the system is smaller than the 60 nm step sized used for
this experiment and verifies that the TENOM instrument is capable of chemical imaging
at lengthscales well below the diffraction limit.
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Chapter 3
Design and validation of an
attenuated total reflectance
(ATR)-geometry
excitation/detection system
Having successfully demonstrated the combined operation of the AFM and Raman mi-
croscope for basic TENOM experiments, we now discuss the attenuated total reflectance
(ATR) excitation/detection system. This chapter will focus on the design and validation
of this system, with a brief explanation of relevant fundamental concepts, as well as a
thorough discussion of its applicability toward expanding the capabilities and improving
the sensitivity of the TENOM instrument.
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3.1 Introduction to ATR principles
One of the primary goals of this thesis project is to improve the understanding of the
complex tip-surface optical interactions involved in TENOM experiments, particularly as
they pertain to plasmonic excitations, and to leverage this knowledge toward improving
Raman enhancement. Although the two-component TENOM instrument demonstrated
in Chapter 2 could detect and enhance near-field events, its ability to carefully probe
the critical optical interactions between the tip and the surface was inherently limited by
several fundamental shortcomings. In theory, the system could be used to measure the
tip-surface distance dependence of photoluminescence and Raman and Rayleigh scat-
tering to infer useful information about near-field events and tip-surface coupling. In
practice, however, these experiments are very challenging because of the low intensity
of the desired signal and the overwhelming contributions from additional optical events.
These undesirable background events, often stemming from illumination artifacts such as
reflections and multiple-scattering processes [1], are largely irrelevant to the interactions
of interest and only serve to convolute the desired signal. Furthermore, these experiments
provide no direct measurements of tip-surface optical interactions, but instead require
inference from this convolved data. The ATR system was designed and incorporated into
the instrument to provide new excitation and detection capabilities and, ultimately, to
facilitate flexibility in the design of unique near-field experiments for the careful study
of nanoscale tip-surface optical interactions. In particular, the ATR system provides a
variety of benefits over the side-on illumination scheme used in the previous chapter:
1. Highly sensitive to the optical environment at the sample surface: For
reasons that will be discussed below, the ATR system can be acutely sensitive
to changes in the optical properties at interfaces, making it useful for detecting
important tip-surface optical interactions, such as gap plasmon excitation.
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2. Confined, tunable, and predictable illumination: The ATR system enables
excitation of evanescent fields that are confined to the sample surface and have a
well-defined spatial extent that can be tuned by way of the illumination geometry
(i.e., angle of incidence).
3. Reduced spectral background: Analogously to dark-field optical microscopy
techniques, the use of an evanescent illumination scheme prevents direct detection
of the pump beam by the Raman microscope (i.e., only scattered light is collected),
thereby reducing the optical background compared to side-on illumination.
4. Decoupled illumination and collection pathways: The use of separate op-
tical pathways for sample excitation and signal collection (i) enables independent
optimization of each system, (ii) simplifies instrument alignment, and (iii) avoids
many sources of signal-background convolution that can obscure TENOM results.
5. Enables the study/use of surface plasmon polaritons: As will be discussed
below, one of the ATR system’s most important applications is the excitation and
detection of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), which are a special type of plas-
mon mode in the substrate that can be used for signal enhancement and sensitive
investigation of tip-surface interactions.
Before elaborating further on the design, applications, and benefits of the ATR system,
an understanding of several basic principles is necessary to fully appreciate both the
design and operation of the instrument and the subsequent experimental results.
3.1.1 Principles of ATR illumination
ATR is a technique that is used to probe optical interaction (e.g., scattering, ab-
sorption) near a dielectric interface (i.e., the sample surface) by controllably generating
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evanescent fields at this interface and precisely measuring the flux of optical power across
it. As the name implies, these evanescent fields are generated by total internal reflection
(TIR) of light at the interface, a process which establishes an optical field that is bound
to the interface and decays exponentially with distance (normal to the surface). For
the purposes of the TENOM instrument herein, the most important properties of this
vertically-confined evanescent field are its spatial extent and how it changes due to inter-
actions with the tip. These properties, which depend on both the material characteristics
of the system and the geometry of the excitation configuration, can be understood and
predicted using the mathematical formalism of wavevectors.
Wavevectors are a broadly applicable tool for describing the radiative and non-
radiative behavior of light in the near-field. A wavevector (k) is a vector representation
of the spatial characteristics of a wave; the magnitude of the vector is proportional to
the spatial frequency (i.e., 1 / λ), and it points in the direction of propagation. The
wavevector of a propagating photon (a.k.a. its momentum) is not a fixed property, like
its temporal frequency (ω), but is instead a function of the geometric and material char-
acteristics of its environment, which can be manipulated to control both its direction and
magnitude. For example, when light propagates through a high refractive index mate-
rial, it propagates more slowly than in air; for light of a given energy (fixed ω), this slow
propagation results in more closely-spaced wavefronts. Since the wavevector magnitude
is inversely proportional to wavelength, the magnitude of the wavevector increases (pro-
portionally to the material index) (see Figure 3.1 (a) and (d)). This has important and
relevant consequences regarding the behavior of light at dielectric interfaces. When light
is incident upon an interface, Maxwell’s equations dictate that the electric and magnetic
fields of the light be continuous across the interface. This is mathematically equivalent to
requiring that the “interfacial wavevector” (i.e., the spatial frequency of the wavefronts
in the plane of the interface) be identical for the incident and transmitted waves. This
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Figure 3.1: Wavevectors, refraction, and total internal reflection. (a–c)
Wavevector (i.e., reciprocal space) and (d–f) real-space representations of optical phe-
nomena at the interface between a two dielectrics with refractive indices n2 > n1.
(a) and (d) show the effect of refractive index, ni, on the wavevector, ki, (a) and
wavelength, di, (d) of propagating light. (b) and (e) show how the wavevector match-
ing requirement (i.e., k1,x = k2,x) at the interface leads to refraction. The real-space
equivalent of wavevector matching is the continuity of the electric field across the in-
terface, which is depicted as dots along the interface in (e) and (f). (c) and (f) show
the fundamental difference in the system’s behavior in the total internal reflection
regime. Because the interfacial wavevector of the light, kx, is larger than the wavevec-
tor of propagating light in medium 1, k1, optical power cannot be transmitted across
the interface, and total internal reflection occurs. This results in an evanescent optical
field in medium 1 that decays exponentially with distance from the interface.
gives rise to refraction, which is described by Snell’s Law:
n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2 (3.1)
where ni is the refractive index of material i, and θi describes the propagation direction
in material i, relative to the interface normal (see Figure 3.1 (b)).
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In the case of light passing from a high-index dielectric (medium 2) to a lower in-
dex material (medium 1) (e.g., light hitting the inside face of a prism), there exists a
critical angle, θc, beyond which Snell’s Law has no real solution because the interfacial
wavevector, kx, is larger than the fixed wavevector, k1, of propagating light in medium 1
(see Figure 3.1 (c) and (f)). Therefore, this light cannot propagate in medium 1, and all
optical power is reflected back into medium 2 (i.e., it undergoes TIR). It is important to
clarify that during TIR, optical fields do still exist in medium 1; however, they exhibit
a fundamentally different spatial behavior than propagating light. To understand how
and why TIR changes the characteristics of these fields, let us first consider the wavevec-
tor of a refracted beam in medium 1 (Figure 3.1 (b)) and separate it into its interfacial
(kx,1 = kx,2 = kx) and normal (ky,1) components:
(k1)
2 = (kx)
2 + (ky,1)
2
(ky,1)
2 = (k1)
2 − (kx)2 (3.2)
It is apparent here that ky,1 becomes purely imaginary when kx > k1 (i.e., during TIR).
The physical consequence of this imaginary value can be seen mathematically using the
generic plane wave solution
E(x, y, t) = A ei(kxx + ky,1y − ωt) (3.3)
where E is the field strength, and A is the amplitude. For real values of k, this equa-
tion describes a propagating plane wave that oscillates in time and space. However, by
inserting an imaginary value for ky,1
E(x, y, t) = A ei(kxx − ωt) e−Im(ky,1)y (3.4)
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the spatial behavior of the resulting field transitions from oscillatory to exponentially
decaying in the direction normal to the interface. This transition gives rise to an evanes-
cent field in medium 1, which is bound to the interface and decays rapidly with distance.
This key conclusion has broad implications regarding the origin and nature of the optical
near-field, namely that closely spaced optical fields are evanescent strictly because the
fixed wavelength of light prevents them from propagating into the surrounding medium.
More specifically to the present discussion, this conclusion aids in the explanation of
the ATR system design and provides a simple framework predicting and understanding
forthcoming experimental results.
One of the primary benefits of the ATR system is its ability to use evanescent phe-
nomena to confine light to sub-wavelength distances near the sample surface. Although
these evanescent fields cannot directly transmit optical power across the interface, they
can still interact with matter in many of the same ways as propagating light. As in the
case of our system, the presence of analytes or nanostructures near the surface can lead
to absorption and scattering of these evanescent fields, which results in a measurable
attenuation of the reflected excitation beam. In this way, the ATR system enables the
excitation and detection of optical events near the surface with greater “vertical” (normal
to the surface) precision than far-field illumination techniques.
By tuning the excitation geometry, the design of our ATR system allows us to access
a wider range of interfacial wavevectors at the sample surface than is achievable through
far-field illumination. As a result, it enables the direct excitation and detection of a
special type of plasmonic mode, called surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), which can be
used to enhance Raman scattering from the sample surface and improve the system’s
sensitivity to nanoscale tip-surface interactions.
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3.1.2 Surface plasmon polaritons
Like other plasmons, SPPs are collective oscillations of the electrons in a metal in
response to optical fields, but they differ from the LSPs discussed in Chapter 1 in two
important ways. First, SPPs are not localized to sub-wavelength nanostructures like LSPs
but are instead a well-defined mode that will propagate along a metal-dielectric interface
(Figure 3.2 (a)). Secondly, in contrast to LSPs, which exhibit a sharp resonance at a
fixed frequency (as determined by their geometry), SPPs can be resonantly excited over a
range of frequencies, so long as the wavevector of the excitation source matches that of the
SPP mode. However, because the SPP wavevector is always larger (shorter wavelength)
than that of propagating light in the dielectric medium, SPPs cannot be directly excited
by far-field illumination of the interface (Figure 3.2 (b)). Thus, to efficiently excite
SPPs at, for example, a metal-air interface, large wavevectors must be achieved at the
surface using a dielectric material (e.g., glass) with a larger refractive index than air
to increase the wavevector of the excitation source. Figure 3.3 (c) shows a common
illumination geometry (known as the Kretchmann configuration [2]) for SPP excitation
that consists of a thin layer of metal atop a prism. Light that is internally incident upon
the prism-metal-air stack will exhibit an interfacial wavevector dependent upon its AOI;
by adjusting the AOI, this wavevector can be made to match that of the SPP at the
metal-air interface. By optimizing this sensitive wavevector matching condition, optical
power can be transferred very efficiently into SPP modes, causing a sharp drop in the
reflectance of the prism-metal-air stack that can be measured via ATR techniques. Once
excited, these SPPs are confined to the metal-air interface (i.e., they are evanescent in
the vertical direction) where they lead to strong electric fields because of the resulting
concentration of optical energy.
As with the LSPs discussed in the previous chapters, this enhanced field behaves like
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Figure 3.2: Surface plasmon polaritons. (a) Depiction of surface plasmon polari-
tons at a the interface between a metal and a dielectric of index n1. Charge density
waves (+’s and –’s) are shown at the metal surface along with associated electric field
lines. (b) The (frequency-dependent) wavelength of the SPP mode is alway shorter
than (larger wavevector) that of propagating radiation in the dielectric medium. (c)
Schematic representation of the Kretschmann configuration, which uses a second di-
electric material (index n2 > n1) to decrease the excitation wavelength and enable
wavevector matching to the SPP mode by tuning the angle of incidence, θi.
a strong localized light source and can be used to increase optical emissions (primarily
Raman scattering in the present work) from the region near the sample surface, ostensibly
leading to improved signal gain. The other major benefit of using SPPs in conjunction
with this TENOM instrument is that they provide a sensitive means by which to detect
subtle changes in the local optical characteristics near the surface, particularly those
caused by the influence of the tip. As alluded to above, the wavevector matching criterion
required for SPP excitation is fairly strict, and is, in large part, a function of the dielectric
character of the medium near the interface. Even small changes at or near the metal
surface, such as the deposition of a few nanometers of analyte, can noticeably change
both the efficiency and wavevector dependence of resonant SPP excitation. Thus, with
sufficient SPP measurement sensitivity, the ATR system can allow us to dynamically
observe tip-induced optical events near the surface by monitoring their effect on SPP
resonance.
Having discussed the fundamental physics necessary for understanding the operation
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and applications of the ATR system, the remainder of this chapter will focus on the
practical design of the system itself and draws on the principles above to interpret and
substantiate the results of several validation studies.
3.2 ATR system design
Considering the intended applications described above, the major design requirements
for the ATR system are as follows:
1. Accurate and automated control of AOI: The interfacial phenomena described
above exhibit wavevector-dependent properties that we wish to study; robust con-
trol of AOI is necessary to reliably probe these dependences.
2. Sensitive measurement of reflectance: Changes in surface reflectance provide
insight into near-field events, such as SPP excitation and tip-surface interactions.
Given the small size of the tip’s near-field interaction volume relative to the far-
field excitation volume, highly sensitive reflectance measurements are necessary to
detect subtle tip-induced changes.
3. Mechanically compatible with TENOM instrument: To incorporate the
ATR system with the rest of TENOM instrument, it must be designed with careful
consideration of the physical constraints imposed by the preexisting components.
4. Simple and reproducible sample exchange: The ability to quickly and easily
change between samples in a way that ensures the consistency of results imperative.
This section discusses in detail the physical construction of the ATR system, as well as
the principles of its operation and the results of several validation studies.
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3.2.1 Physical system design
A schematic representation of the ATR system is shown in Figure 3.3 along with
a CAD rendering of the physical design of the system’s main component: the custom
sample stage. Before describing any components in detail, a brief discussion of the optical
pathway is central to understanding the system’s basic operation (see Figure 3.3 (a)).
Light from a HeNe laser (633 nm, 5 mW) passes through a laser line filter and is directed
toward the ATR stage via a series of mirrors. Before reaching the stage, a beam-splitter
reflects 8% of the beam onto a reference photodetector that is used to monitor and
normalize for fluctuations in the output intensity of the laser. The final mirror in the
excitation pathway is mounted on a motor-driven linear translation stage and reflects
the beam toward a lens in the stage. Upon exiting the lens, the beam passes through
one face of a glass right-angle prism and converges to a focused spot at the sample-air
interface. The AOI of the beam at this interface is adjusted by changing the vertical
position of the final mirror, which shifts the position of the beam relative to the lens’s
optical axis. Light that is internally reflected off the sample-air interface is collected
by a second lens and focused onto another photodetector, which measures its intensity.
Dividing the output of this photodetector by that of the reference detector provides a
very precise and stable measurement of surface reflectance (up to five digits of precision)
and enables the detection of minute reflectance fluctuations.
In addition to the design and optimization of the optical path, the physical design
of the custom stage was also critical in the realization of the ATR system. Because
of the size constraints imposed by the fixed geometry of the AFM, Raman microscope,
and side-view objective, the design of a stage that could contain the necessary optical
components within a sufficiently compact and functional housing was a considerable
challenge. The final design of the stage, shown in Figure 3.3 (b), has several features
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Figure 3.3: ATR system and stage design. (a) Detailed schematic of the ATR
system’s beam path and critical optical elements (B = 92:8 beamsplitter, L = lens,
LLF = laser line filter, M = mirror, PD = photodiode, TM = translating mirror).
Dashed and solid lines represent two alternate beam paths with different AOIs de-
termined by the position of the translating mirror. (b) Rendering of the physical
design of the ATR sample stage, which houses right angle prism and aspheric lenses
for focusing the pump beam and collecting the reflected light.
that improve the functionality of the ATR system. In addition to holding the ATR
prism, the stage also houses two aspheric lenses (for excitation and collection) and a
turning prism, which are attached via an optical cage system. This cage system not only
simplifies the adjustment of the lenses for optimization of the excitation and collection
pathways, but it also facilitates accurate calibration of the AOI, as will be discussed in
the next section.
The other major benefit of the stage design is its compatibility with coverslip samples.
Preparing sample surfaces directly on the face of the ATR prism is both expensive and
impractical, so the use of glass coverslip samples is preferable. However, this requires
that the coverslip be optically coupled to the top surface of the ATR prism to prevent
the excitation beam from being reflected and obscured by the air gap between the prism
and sample. This is accomplished by bridging this gap with a thin layer of immersion oil,
which has the same refractive index as both the prism and coverslip; thus, light is not
reflected or refracted at either interface and reaches the sample-air interface unobscured.
To enable oil coupling with coverslip samples, the stage was designed with a small gap
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to hold immersion oil between the top surface of the prism and bottom surface of the
sample. Furthermore, to improve the reproducibility of measurements after removing
and replacing a given sample, a ridge was machined into the top surface of the stage to
ensure that the sample returned to the same position after each exchange. These two
features of the stage enable and simplify the use of coverslip samples in the TENOM
instrument.
3.2.2 ATR system alignment and control
In addition to the design of the optical pathway and the custom stage, the develop-
ment of a functional ATR system also required the establishment of effective alignment,
control, and data collection protocols. Quantitative ATR measurements require both
accurate angle calibration and precise angle control. As mentioned above, the AOI cali-
bration procedure makes use of the cage system on which the focusing lens is mounted,
as well as two alignment plates. These plates each have a 1 mm aperture that, when
mounted in the cage system, is exactly aligned with the optical axis of the focusing lens.
Thus, with both plates mounted and separated by a few inches, the position and rotation
of the translating mirror can be adjusted to maximize the transmission of light through
the sequential apertures. At this optimal position, the excitation beam is parallel to and
aligned with the optical axis of the lens, which corresponds to an AOI of 45◦. After
subsequent movements of the translating mirror, the AOI is calculated by comparing the
new position back to this reference position and inserting the difference (∆y) into the
following relation, which was determined from ray-tracing (i.e., Snell’s Law).
θi = sin
−1
(
1
n
sin
(
tan−1
∆y/
√
2
f
))
+ 45◦ (3.5)
where n is the refractive index of the sample, and f is the focal length of the lens.
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Irrespective of the accuracy of this calibration process, quantitative determination of
the AOI over a range of angles also necessitates precise control and measurement of the
mirror position. This requirement motivated the use of a high-precision calibrated servo
motor to drive the movement of the mirror. USB interfacing between this motor and
LabVIEW provided a continuous digital readout of its position, with micron resolution,
and facilitated remote control of the device for automated scan routines. As with the
other components of the TENOM instrument, custom LabVIEW programs were used
extensively to synchronize numerous aspects of instrument control (e.g., mirror position,
XY stage position, tip Z position) and data collection (e.g., ATR reflected and reference
intensities, Raman spectra, tip deflection). This exceptional scope of instrument control
enabled the development of a wide variety of experiments, ranging from simple validation
measurements, such as reflectance vs. AOI, to the complex studies presented in Chapters
4 and 5.
3.3 ATR system validation
Before applying the ATR system to complex TENOM measurements, it was first
necessary to rigorously evaluate the capabilities and quantitative accuracy of the system
by performing a series of validation experiments and comparing the results to theoret-
ical predictions. The following sections focus on several of these studies, along with
corresponding theoretical calculations and simulations, which confirm the accuracy and
functionality of the ATR system.
3.3.1 FDTD simulations
While it is straightforward to use electromagnetic theory to assess the results of certain
basic measurements that have simple analytical solutions, many applications of the ATR
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and TENOM systems cannot be theoretically predicted as easily. Thus, an important
aspect of system validation was the development and refinement of optical simulations to
accurately model the system and provide predictions that can be directly compared with
experimental results. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) optical simulations (Lumer-
ical) were used extensively for this purpose. FDTD is a numerical simulation technique
that uses Maxwell’s equations to predict how a pulse of light will travel through a ma-
terial system of a given geometry. By appropriately positioning monitors within the
simulation, properties, such as surface reflectance and local field strength, can be cal-
culated. In addition to providing insightful visualizations of nanoscale and evanescent
optical events, simulation outputs have experimentally testable analogs that enable both
instrument validation and simulation refinement. The results discussed in the remainder
of this chapter will begin with the most rudimentary application of the ATR system:
the study of TIR at a glass-air interface. By directly comparing the experimental and
simulation results with well-understood theory, this simple measurement can help deter-
mine the FDTD simulation parameters that faithfully represent experimental conditions.
As the accuracy of the FDTD model is further refined and the instrument is applied to
increasingly complex systems (see Chapters 4 and 5), simulations become a powerful tool
for TENOM system optimization, as well as qualitative understanding and corroboration
of experimental results.
3.3.2 TIR at a glass-air interface
The first and simplest test of the ATR system involved the study of TIR at a glass-
air interface. In this experiment, the AOI-dependent reflectance of the interface was
measured over a range of angles near the critical angle, and the results were compared
to theory and simulations. The goals of this study were threefold:
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1. Assess the quantitative accuracy of the critical angle by comparing experimental
results with Snell’s Law.
2. Qualitatively compare the angle-dependent reflectance profile to that predicted by
the Fresnel equations.
3. Demonstrate good agreement between simulations and experimental results.
Before discussing measurement data from the TIR experiment, it is important to
first describe the expected results using Snell’s Law and the Fresnel equations. Given the
known refractive index of the glass (n = 1.515), the critical angle can be easily calculated
from Eqn. 3.1:
θc = sin
−1
(
1
1.515
sin90◦
)
= 41.3◦ (3.6)
This result suggests that for all AOI greater than 41.3◦, the reflectance of the glass-air
interface should be 100%. However, Snell’s Law alone does not provide insight into the
expected profile of the reflectance vs. AOI measurement at angles approaching θc; for
this, the Fresnel equations must be used. The Fresnel equations describe the transmission
and reflection coefficients of light at interfaces as a function of the dielectric properties
of the materials and the AOI and polarization of the light. In the case of the simple
system of a glass-air interface and purely p-polarized light, the Fresnel equations predict
the following angle-dependent reflectance:
R (θi) =
∣∣∣∣1.515
√
1− (1.515 sin θi)2 − cos θi
1.515
√
1− (1.515 sin θi)2 + cos θi
∣∣∣∣2 (3.7)
This solution is plotted alongside the corresponding experimental results in Figure
3.4 (a), with the theoretical critical angle also shown by a vertical dashed line. It is
immediately clear from this comparison that the qualitative behavior of the experimental
reflectance profile differs considerably from the Fresnel prediction. The primary reason
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Figure 3.4: Total internal reflection at a glass-air interface. (a) Experimen-
tally observed reflectance, R, of a glass-air interface as a function of angle of incidence,
θi (black) compared with the theoretical prediction from Eqn. 3.7 (blue). The critical
angle of the experimental profile, θc,Expt, is approximated as θ(R = 0.5) = 41.2
◦; the
theoretical critical angle (blue vertical dashed line) is θc,Theory = 41.3
◦. (b) Compar-
ison of the experimental reflectance profile with that calculated using FDTD simula-
tions. The estimated critical angle of the FDTD results, θc,FDTD = θ(R0.5) = 40.9
◦,
compares well with experiment.
for this is related to the nature of the illumination in the ATR system. Because a lens is
used to focus the ATR beam into a small spot (∼ 8 × 11 µm), the light incident upon the
surface is not a perfectly parallel beam as Eqn. 3.7 assumes, but is instead converging,
meaning that it displays a distribution of wavevector angles. Thus, one would expect
the experimental reflectance profile to be a convolution of the Fresnel solution and the
angular distribution of the converging ATR beam. Because of the resulting broadening,
we approximate θc,Expt as the angle at which the reflectance is 0.5 (i.e., the angle at which
half of the pump beam’s angular distribution is in the TIR regime). This rough estimate
of θc,Expt = 41.2
◦ is in excellent agreement with Snell’s Law.
The discrepancy between theory and experiment, even in this simple case, affirms
the importance of simulations that realistically model the behavior of the system and
can be used to predict and explain results in more complex studies. FDTD simulations
were therefore developed to model the same TIR experiment as above; the results are
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compared with experiment in Figure 3.4 (b). Despite the slight difference in critical
angle (θc,FDTD = 40.9
◦), the overall qualitative agreement between the experimental and
simulation profiles confirms the ability of the FDTD model to faithfully represent the
true ATR system performance.
3.3.3 SPP excitation
As discussed in Section 3.1.2, SPPs are significant to the ultimate goals of the TENOM
instrument because they provide a means to enhance optical signals and to improve
tip-surface interaction sensitivity [3–6]. Having demonstrated the use of theory and
simulations to validate the accuracy of the ATR system for measuring TIR, we now
discuss results of similar investigations regarding SPP excitation. The goals of these
experiments were as follows:
1. Use the ATR system to satisfy the SPP wavevector matching criterion and detect
the characteristic reflectance drop associated with SPP excitation.
2. Use simulations and theory to validate experimental results regarding the SPP
excitation profile and the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) angle.
3. Demonstrate the sensitivity of the SPP excitation profile to changes in the optical
characteristics of the sample surface.
Although SPPs can be excited at the surface of any metal, the efficiency of the
plasmon excitation depends critically on the frequency of the excitation source relative
to an inherent property of the metal known as its plasma frequency. Most metals exhibit
plasma frequencies in the ultraviolet range, which prevents the efficient excitation of
plasmon modes using visible light. However, a few metals, namely silver and gold, have
plasma frequencies that enable strong plasmonic coupling with narrow ranges of the
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visible spectrum. In the case of the present instrument, which uses 633 nm excitation,
Au is the ideal choice for plasmonic applications. Thus, simulations were used to predict
the optimal sample geometry (i.e., Au layer thickness) for efficient SPP excitation at a
Au-air interface using 633 nm illumination in a Kretchmann configuration. The results
indicated that a Au layer thickness of 40 nm was associated with the most efficient
optical coupling and the strongest field enhancement at the sample surface. Electron-
beam evaporation was used to prepare a sample consisting of a 40 nm Au layer (with 1.5
nm Cr for adhesion) atop a glass coverslip, and the ATR system was used to measure
the angle-dependent reflectance of the sample’s surface.
The resulting reflectance profile is shown in Figure 3.5 (black solid line), alongside the
profiles predicted by both simulations (red dotted line) and a multi-interface extension of
the Fresnel equations (blue dashed line; see [7]). The sharp dip in the reflectance around
44.5◦is a characteristic indication of SPP excitation at the Au-air interface, and the po-
sition of minimal reflectance (Rmin) is known as the surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
angle, or θSPR. The experimental results show a broader trend than the Fresnel solution
predicts because of the same incident wavevector angular distribution discussed previ-
ously. Nevertheless, the SPR angle provides a quantitative measure by which experiment
and theory can still be directly compared. The SPR angle of 44.8◦ exhibited by the data
matches very well with that of the Fresnel solution (θSPR = 44.7
◦), confirming once again
the accuracy of the ATR system’s angular resolution. Comparing the simulation results
with the experimental data, the excellent agreement further confirms the legitimacy of
these simulations as a tool for predicting, explaining, and validating the results of the
ATR system.
Finally, to assess the sensitivity of SPP excitation to changes in the dielectric envi-
ronment near the sample surface, reflectance measurements were performed on a series
of Au surfaces, which were coated with alumina (Al2O3) layers of varying thickness.
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Figure 3.5: SPP excitation at an Au-air interface. AOI-dependent reflectance
of an ATR-excited thin Au/Cr (40 nm/1.5 nm) layer on a glass coverslip, compared
with theory (Fresnel) and FDTD simulations. Maximum coupling to SPPs occurs
near θSPR,Expt = 44.8
◦; this compares well with the theoretical resonance angle
θSPR,Fresnel = 44.7
◦.
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) was used to controllably and uniformly deposit Al2O3
layers of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 nm atop Au substrates, which were prepared by the method
described previously. Reflectance profiles of these samples were measured and compared
with that of the bare Au substrates in the hopes of observing a significant shift in the
SPP resonance properties due to the presence of the thin dielectric layer. Corresponding
simulations were also performed for comparison.
Figure 3.6 shows the results of these measurements and simulations. As expected,
changes in the reflectance curves, regarding both the position and magnitude of the
SPR dip, are observed in response to even a thin Al2O3 layer on the Au surface. The
experimental data deviate from the simulations more noticeably than in the examples
above, possibly due to alloying at the Cr/Au interface during ALD, which is performed
at 300◦C. Nevertheless, the behavior of the experimental results, namely the increase
in θSPR and decrease in Rmin with increasing Al2O3thickness, exhibits clear monotonic
trends that qualitatively mirror those predicted by simulations. These results successfully
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Figure 3.6: The effect of thin Al2O3 layers on surface plasmon resonance at
the Au-air interface. (a) AOI-dependent reflectance, R, of Au/Cr/glass substrates
with ALD-deposited Al2O3 surface layers of varying thickness. (b) Complementary re-
flectance profiles calculated using FDTD simulations. Despite quantitative differences
between experimental and simulation results, both show similar monotonic changes
in Rmin and θSPR with increasing Al2O3 layer thickness.
demonstrate the sensitivity of SPPs to small changes in the dielectric environment near
the Au-air interface. Although, detecting similar dielectric changes caused by the tip is
far more challenging because of the nanoscale size of the tip’s interaction volume, the
ATR system is sensitive to reflectance changes at least three orders of magnitude smaller
than those shown above. In the remaining chapters, we will show how this exceptional
precision enables the direct detection of a variety of tip-surface optical interactions when
the ATR system is used in conjunction with the other two components of the TENOM
instrument.
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Chapter 4
Nanoscale optical and chemical
measurements with the TENOM
instrument
In the previous chapters, we discussed in detail the design and validation of the individ-
ual components of the TENOM instrument, and in Chapter 2 we demonstrated how the
Raman microscope and AFM could be combined to perform nanoscale chemical imaging
via TERS. In this chapter, we show how the incorporation of the ATR system dramati-
cally expands the capabilities of the TENOM instrument and enables a variety of unique
and meaningful near-field optical experiments. More specifically, this chapter examines
the application of the instrument toward achieving the following goals:
1. Demonstrate the unique capabilities of the TENOM instrument by performing ex-
periments that combine the ATR system with the other two components; assess
the accuracy of these experiments by comparing results to theory and simulations.
2. Combine the AFM, Raman microscope, and ATR system to perform chemical imag-
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ing (via TERS) using the ATR illumination geometry.
3. Quantitatively compare the results of ATR and side-on illumination TERS mea-
surements, with emphasis on the relative signal strengths and enhancement factors.
4.1 Combined operation of the TENOM instrument
By combining and synchronizing the operation of the ATR stage with the AFM
and Raman microscope, the TENOM instrument can be used to perform a variety of
near-field optical experiments. Because of the number of potential combinations and
arrangements of the three main components, the instrument exhibits unique flexibility
and versatility regarding the design of such experiments. In this chapter and the next, we
will demonstrate and discuss several noteworthy applications of the combined instrument.
To aid in visualizing these studies, the schematic of the full TENOM system, previously
discussed in Chapter 2, is shown again in Figure 4.1 (a), along with a schematic of the
ATR beam path (Figure 4.1 (b)) and a 3D rendering of the physical system layout (Figure
4.1 (c)).
4.1.1 Combined operation modes
The most commonly employed instrument operation mode involves the synchronized
use of the AFM and the ATR system to precisely control the lateral and vertical position
of the TENOM tip relative to the ATR focal spot and the sample surface, respectively.
This allows us to carefully study interactions between the tip and the evanescent field
near the surface by measuring changes in reflectance (via the ATR system) and/or far-
field scattering (via the Raman microscope) as a function of tip-surface distance. The
results of these measurements, referred to broadly as approach curves, provide a wealth
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Figure 4.1: TENOM instrument design. (a) Schematic of the tip-enhanced
near-field optical microscope with side-on and ATR-based illumination systems. (b)
Detail of the ATR illumination stage. (c) 3D view of the overall microscope design:
yellow = side-view objective and camera; green = coarse and piezo xy stages + ATR
sample stage; blue = beam bounce AFM; orange = top-view objective and camera,
red = side-on confocal Raman microscope; and purple = xyz piezo stage for Raman
microscope. Note: B = beamsplitter, CCD = charge coupled device, DM = dichroic
mirror, F = filter, FC = fiber coupler, L = lens, LD = infrared laser diode, LLF
= laser line filter, LP = linear polarizer, LWD = long working distance objective,
M = mirror, PC = personal computer, PD = photodiode, PSD = position-sensitive
detector, SM = steering mirror, TM = translating mirror, and Z = AFM z-piezo.
of valuable information, such as the spatial extent of the evanescent field (see Section
4.2) and the distance scaling behavior of tip-surface plasmonic interactions (see Chapter
5). Another useful system configuration combines ATR sample illumination and side-on
optical collection via the Raman microscope; this enables localized excitation and detec-
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tion of analytes and fluorophores near the sample surface due to the vertical confinement
of the evanescent pump field. As will be discussed in Section 4.3, this configuration
also enables the qualitative assessment of SPP field intensity by measuring the AOI-
dependent enhancement of Raman scattering from analytes on a Au surface. Finally,
the combined operation of all three components facilitates a diverse range of applied and
fundamental optical experiments at the nanoscale; two such experiments are discussed
in the coming chapters. First, in Section 4.4, we demonstrate that ATR illumination is a
viable excitation geometry for nanoscale chemical imaging of surfaces via TERS. Second,
in Chapter 5, the TENOM instrument is applied to fundamental studies of plasmonic
tip-surface interactions, specifically their distance scaling behavior and their effect on
Raman enhancement.
4.1.2 Mutual alignment of TENOM components
Complex TENOM studies that combine all three components of the TENOM instru-
ment require the AFM tip, the Raman microscope, and the ATR system to be mutually
aligned. This process consists of two steps: (i) alignment of the ATR excitation spot
with the AFM tip apex, and (ii) alignment of the Raman microscope focal point with the
tip apex. A thorough description of the alignment procedure can be found in Appendix
A; only the critical aspects of the process will be discussed below.
Precise alignment of the AFM tip with the ATR spot is critical for many of the
measurements below, particularly those involving approach curves (i.e., [X ] vs. tip-
surface distance). In these experiments, the position of the tip relative to the spot
strongly affects the magnitude—and in some cases the qualitative nature—of the tip-
field interactions. Thus, to ensure reproducibility, the tip is realigned with the center
of the ATR spot before each measurement. First, the tip and ATR spot are moved
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into rough alignment by adjusting the micrometer drives of the stage and using the top-
and side-view cameras to monitor the position of the spot relative to the stationary tip.
The ATR spot would ideally be “invisible” (i.e., no light escaping into the air above the
sample surface), but due to imperfections in the interface, a small fraction of the light
is scattered, making the spot visible from above. Fine adjustment of the alignment is
performed by first lowering the tip into the evanescent field above the spot, where it
acts as an antenna to scatter light into the far-field. This can be clearly observed in the
side-view camera, and it also results in a detectable drop in the reflectance of the surface
due to the loss of optical power into the far-field. The x and y piezos of the stage are
then adjusted via LabVIEW to maximize this reflectance attenuation, at which point the
tip is assumed to be in optimal alignment with the ATR spot.
In comparison to the process described in Chapter 2, the alignment of the Raman
microscope and the AFM tip is dramatically simplified by using the ATR system. As with
the procedure above, the tip lowered into the evanescent field above the ATR spot until
it begins to visibly scatter light. The Raman filter, which strongly rejects the 633 nm
pump light during Raman measurements, is removed from the microscope momentarily
to allow efficient collection and detection of this elastic scattering. The monochromator
and CCD are used to measure the amount of scattered light collected by the Raman
microscope while the micrometer drives and piezos of the microscope stage are used for
coarse and fine alignment of the Raman microscope, respectively. Once the collection
efficiency is maximized, the Raman microscope is assumed to be in optimal alignment
with the tip apex. The Raman filter is returned to the microscope, and the TENOM
instrument is ready for use.
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4.1.3 Simulations of the TENOM system
As in Chapter 3, FDTD simulations were carried out to predict and interpret sys-
tem observables, such as sample reflectance, far-field scattering and E-field profiles as
a function of AOI and tip-surface geometry. Simulations were particularly helpful in
understanding and validating the results of ATR-illumination experiments, as well as
critically comparing ATR with side-on (top-side) illumination. Most simulations (see
Figure 4.2) were performed in two dimensions (2D) because memory and time require-
ments for comparable 3D simulations were prohibitively large in many cases; however,
several 3D simulations were performed to validate the use of 2D simulations as a quanti-
tatively accurate alternative. Simulations were performed using perfectly matched layer
(PML) boundary conditions to gradually attenuate fields at the boundaries without re-
flections back into the system. A thin lens-approximated field source was used for both
top-side and ATR-illumination simulations to accurately model the convergence of the
experimental pump beams, according to the numerical apertures of their respective fo-
cusing optics. The frequency of the source was fixed at 473.8 THz (632.8 nm HeNe light),
and E-fields were p-polarized relative to the surface. Figure 2 shows the geometric ar-
rangement of typical simulation areas under (a) ATR and (b) top-side illumination. In
both cases, the “sample” consisted of 1.5 nm of Cr and 40 nm of Au atop a semi-infinite
glass slab of refractive index n = 1.515, and a triangular Au tip with a radius of cur-
vature of 50 nm at the apex was positioned 2 nm above the Au-air interface. A field
monitor positioned 1 nm above the same interface was used to measure the field intensity
in the tip-surface gap, and transmission monitors in the lower left quadrant measured
the overall reflectance of the system (ATR simulations only).
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Figure 4.2: FDTD simulation setup. Details of FDTD optical simulations of
TENOM operation modes for (a) ATR and (b) side-on excitation modes.
4.2 Quantitative assessment of evanescent field pro-
files
The ability to quantitatively transduce (detect via scattering into the far field) near-
field optical phenomena (i.e., local E-fields in x, y and z) is important for interrogating
and understanding light-matter interactions at sub-diffraction limited dimensions. The
unique design of the present TENOM instrument not only enables tunable excitation of
evanescent fields at the sample surface via the ATR illumination geometry, but it can also
quantitatively measure the spatial extent of these fields using the AFM tip as a trans-
ducer. To demonstrate the latter, we used spectroscopy and reflectance measurements
to study the evanescent field generated above an air-glass interface in the total internal
reflection (TIR) regime.
4.2.1 Theoretical determination of evanescent decay length
Theoretical predictions of the spatial extent of evanescent fields are essential for quan-
titative assessment of ATR measurement results. As shown in the previous chapter, the
vertical decay of the field is a function of its wavevector (see Eqn. 3.4), which, in turn, is
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a function of both the excitation geometry and the refractive indices of the sample and
surrounding medium. Thus, the exponential decay length of the field, d = 1/Im(ky,1), can
be controlled via the AOI (θi) of the excitation beam, and it is predicted by manipulation
of Eqn. 3.2:
(ky,1)
2 = (k1)
2 − (kx)2
(ky,1)
2 = (k2 sinθc)
2 − (k2 sinθ2)2
(ky,1) =
2pin2
λ
√
sin2θc − sin2θ2
d =
1
Im(ky,1)
=
λ
4pin2
(sin2θc − sin2θ2)1/2 (4.1)
where λ is the wavelength (in vacuum), n2 is the refractive index of the sample, and
θc is the critical angle, as determined from Snell’s Law [1]. This result provides an
important and quantitatively testable description of the spatial extent of the evanescent
fields generated during ATR experiments.
4.2.2 Experimental measurement of evanescent fields resulting
from TIR
To measure these profiles experimentally, optical fields were generated using the ATR
system to fix the AOI of the pump laser at an angle greater than θc = 41.3
◦. At each
angle, the AFM’s z-piezo was used to slowly lower the Au-coated TENOM tip onto
the sample surface in the center of the ATR excitation spot. During tip approach, the
reflectance of the glass-air interface was monitored while the top-side Raman microscope
simultaneously collected and measured the Rayleigh light elastically scattered into the
far field by the tip. By plotting the tip-surface distance dependence of the reflectance
change and the scattered light intensity, the spatial extent of the evanescent field was
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Figure 4.3: Measuring the spatial extent of the optical near-field. Example
of how evanescent fields above a sample surface excited near the TIR angle can be
transduced into the far-field (detected) via (a) tip scattering and (c) spoiling of sur-
face reflectivity as the tip approaches the surface. Black lines are exponential fits to
determine the evanescent field decay lengths, with fit data summarized in panels (b)
and (d) for tip scattering and surface reflectivity, respectively, at various AOIs. Black
lines in panels (b) and (d) are theoretical decay lengths of the evanescent field above
a surface excited by TIR for various AOI [1].
measured (see Figure 4.3 (a) and (c)). Similar approach curves were measured over a
range of AOIs from 42◦ to 49◦. The resulting experimental profiles were numerically fit to
exponential functions of the form f(∆z) = A exp(∆z/d) to determine the decay length,
d, as function of θi. Figures 4.3 (b) and (d) show that these experimentally-determined
d(θi) agree quantitatively with Eqn. 4.1, demonstrating that the tip can indeed be used
as a transducer for optical detection of local E-fields near the surface and that the field
distributions match theoretical predictions.
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4.3 SPP Raman enhancement
In Chapter 3, SPPs were discussed in detail because of their potential for improving
sensitivity and signal strength in TENOM experiments, and measurements of SPP exci-
tation were successfully demonstrated. However, the ATR system alone did not provide
direct information about the strength of the SPP-induced E-field at the sample surface
or the extent to which it enhances Raman scattering. Thus, we investigated the latter
via the following experiment, which combines the operation of the ATR system and the
Raman microscope to measure the AOI-dependence of Raman scattering from a thin
analyte layer on Au.
Given the strong AOI dependence of the SPR condition, it follows that the intensity
of SPP-enhanced E-fields at the Au-air interface is also a function of the AOI of the
pump source (i.e., SPP excitation efficiency) and should have a maximum at or near
the SPR angle observed in the reflectance profile (Figure 4.4). Raman spectroscopy was
used to experimentally measure the angle-dependence of the interfacial E-field intensity
by exploiting the fact that Raman scattering scales with pump field intensity. A thin
(2–3 nm) film of thermally-evaporated CuPc atop the Au surface was used as a Raman
reporter layer; CuPc was chosen for its large resonant Raman cross-section under 633
nm excitation. The ATR illumination configuration was used to pump the sample over
a range of AOI while the top-side Raman microscope was used to collect and analyze
the light scattered from the surface. Figure 4.4 (b) shows several representative Raman
spectra taken during this experiment and illustrates the strong angle dependence of Ra-
man scattering intensity from the CuPc layer at and around the SPR angle. Plotting
the integrated intensity of the strongest Raman peak (1490–1510 cm−1) as a function
of AOI (Figure 4.4 (c)) reveals a clear maximum at ∼ 44◦; this result is in excellent
qualitative agreement with the angle-dependent field intensity predicted by FDTD simu-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: SPP Raman enhancement. (a) AOI-dependent reflectivity of an
ATR-excited thin Au/Cr (40 nm/1.5 nm) layer on a glass coverslip, compared with
theory (Fresnel) and FDTD simulation; maximum coupling to SPPs occurs near 44.8◦.
(b) Far-field Raman spectra of a 2–3 nm thick CuPc layer atop the sample in (a)
collected using the side-on confocal microscope from above for various ATR AOI.
When SPP excitation is very efficient (∼44–45◦ AOI), surface reflectivity is low (cf.
panel (a)) and Raman signatures of CuPc are very intense (blue trace in (b)). (c)
Intensity of the 1500 cm−1 Raman band from CuPc (dashed box in panel (b)) for
various AOIs, compared to the expected SPP field intensity (ESPP /E0)
2 above the
Au/Cr layer determined from FDTD simulations.
lations (black line). We also note that the intensity of the Rayleigh line (0 cm−1 Raman
shift; Figure 4.4 (b)), relative to the Raman, systematically decreases as the AOI ap-
proaches the SPR angle. These results confirm that dramatic Raman enhancement can
be attained through the efficient use of SPPs for sample excitation. The quality of the
agreement between simulation and experiment also provides further validation that the
FDTD simulations yield accurate and meaningful results.
4.4 Quantitative comparison of ATR and side-on ex-
citation for chemical imaging
In the preceding sections, it was shown that ATR illumination enables tunable ex-
citation of evanescent waves and SPPs, and that the TENOM tip can quantitatively
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transduce (scatter) these fields into the far-field. These capabilities make the present
design well suited to study a variety of near-field optical phenomena, including (i) chem-
ical interrogation of surfaces at super resolutions using TERS, (ii) estimation of Raman
enhancement factors, and (iii) direct comparison of side-on and ATR-based excitation
schemes. The latter aspect is potentially very important because ATR pump fields can
be preferentially channeled into SPPs, which may lead to more “effective” use of pump
radiation and larger E-field components along the tip axis, as well as higher SNR due
to lower Rayleigh background, i.e., because the sample surface is illuminated in a “dark-
field” like mode. Indeed, recent studies of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
under similar conditions have demonstrated that plasmonic interactions between SPPs
and Ag nanoparticles can yield substantial Raman enhancement from analytes positioned
in the nanogap between the surface and the nanoparticles [2, 3]. Analogously, by using
a single, plasmonically active tip instead of an array of plasmonic nanoparticles, the
present system can limit the chemical (Raman) analysis area to a single location, while
dynamically measuring interactions between SPPs and the tip.
4.4.1 Sample design
E-beam evaporation was also used to prepare gold-coated glass samples for a variety of
TENOM experiments. A 1.5 nm Cr adhesion layer was evaporated onto piranha-cleaned
glass cover slips, followed by 40 nm of Au, which optical simulations suggest is the optimal
thickness for efficient excitation of SPPs. These samples were further modified for TERS
experiments by adding a spatially patterned layer of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) atop
the Au via a three-step process. First, a suspension of silica microspheres (960 nm
diameter, Bangs Laboratories) in ethanol was spin-cast onto the gold surface at 2000
rpm, resulting in a colloidal mask of isolated particles and small clusters distributed
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randomly across the surface. Next, a 3 nm thick layer of CuPc was slowly deposited
(∼0.2 A˚/min) onto the exposed Au in a thermal evaporator. Lastly, the sample was
sonicated briefly in 18 MΩ water to remove the silica spheres before being dried with N2.
AFM images of the final samples showed a flat, uniform layer of CuPc with a random
distribution of “holes”, verifying the success of the evaporation and pattern transfer
processes.
4.4.2 Chemical imaging
To demonstrate the chemical imaging capabilities of the TENOM instrument, cor-
related topographic and spectroscopic line scans were performed simultaneously on the
spatially patterned samples of CuPc on Au/Cr/glass described above. For these mea-
surements, the tip was engaged on the surface in “attractive” mode (small negative force
setpoint) to minimize tip wear and sample damage; topography and Raman spectra (0–
3000 cm−1 via the side-on objective) were recorded simultaneously along a fast-axis scan
line. This procedure was performed twice in approximately the same location (see Figure
4.5), first using ATR illumination (AOI = 45◦) and then using side-on illumination via
the Raman microscope. In both cases, the optical collection time was 1 sec/pixel (every
40 nm along the scan line) with laser pump powers of 500 µW and 920 µW for ATR and
side-on configurations, respectively.
The line scans of Figure 4.5 show that the topography and Raman signatures of CuPc
are strongly spatially correlated for both ATR and side-on illumination, with Raman
signals from “high” regions (bright areas (1,3)), where CuPc is present, being ∼4–6
times greater than regions without CuPc (dark area (2)). The topo-Raman correlation
is particularly good in the latter half of the scans; an abrupt increase in Raman intensity
over a single 40 nm step can be seen as the tip climbs out of the “hole” and onto
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Figure 4.5: Nanoscale chemical imaging with ATR and side-on illumination
geometries. (a) AFM topography scan of 2-3 nm thick CuPc patterns on Au/Cr
(40 nm/1.5 nm) on glass. Bright (high) areas are CuPc on Au/Cr and dark (low)
areas are the bare Au/Cr surface. Scan lines where topo and Raman data were
collected simultaneously (panels (b)–(e)) are noted by the dashed lines. Topography
and Raman data (integrated 1490–1510 cm−1 band of CuPc) for the ATR and side-on
illumination geometries along the scan lines in (a) are shown in panels (b,d) and (c,e),
respectively. Regions (1,3) and (2) denote areas where CuPc should and should not
be present, respectively.
the CuPc layer. The more lazy Raman profile and “noise” at the right side of hole
may be due to (i) the tip dragging along a few molecules into the hole, (ii) higher
field intensities in the tip-surface gap when the CuPc layer is very thin (on the descent
into the hole), and/or (iii) geometric differences or hot spots on different sides of the
tip (i.e., ascent is measured with the “left” side of the tip, while descent is measured
with the “right” side). Notwithstanding, both the magnitude of the enhanced Raman
signal and the lengthscale over which it varies are indicative that tip enhancement is the
primary mechanism responsible for the observed results, rather than multiple-scattering
events involving the tip shaft (e.g., tip “artifacts”) that can negatively affect some TERS
measurements [4].
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4.4.3 Quantitative comparison of excitation geometries
Enhancement factors (EF s) of the aforementioned TER signals for ATR and side-on
illumination were estimated using the ON CuPc (region 3) vs. OFF CuPc (region 2)
signals from Figure 4.5, as detailed in Figure 4.6. Multiple spectra in regions (3) and
(2) were averaged, background subtracted for CCD readout noise, and integrated from
1490–1510 cm−1. EF s were then calculated using the following formula:
EF =
(
SignalON − SignalOFF
SignalOFF
)
×
(
Areafar−field
Areanear−field
)
(4.2)
where the “active” areas of collection for the far-field and near-field signals were estimated
at Areafar = 11.3 µm
2 (1.2 µm × 3.0 µm radii ellipse for the side-on Raman objective,
from the experimentally measured point spread function in Chapter 2) and Areanear =
0.005 µm2 (40 nm radius circle as an upper bound, i.e., Figure 4.5 shows that the near-
field signal changes over distances smaller than the 40 nm pixel size), respectively. Using
these values, EFATR and EFside−on were quite comparable (∼6600 vs. 6800) and similar
to values in the few thousands that have been reported previously [5, 6]. Indeed, it
is comforting that both methods result in similar enhancements because the ON/OFF
signal ratio should only depend on the plasmonic characteristics of the tip-surface system
and not the excitation configuration, provided that differences in excitation/collection
geometry are taken into account.
We should also mention that variations in surface roughness could potentially affect
both the background (OFF) intensity via the SERS effect [7], and the tip-enhanced
(ON) signal due to surface geometry modifying plasmonic coupling with the tip [8].
However, we do not believe that roughness significantly influences the EF s calculated
above because: (i) the surface of the Au substrate was very smooth (roughness of ∼0.3
nm rms) compared to common SERS-active substrates (roughness of order 10 nm rms or
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Figure 4.6: Tip on / tip off Raman comparison for ATR and side-on illu-
mination. Representative Raman spectra measured in regions (2) and (3) for the
line scans shown in Figure 4.5, where the TENOM tip is OFF or ON the CuPc layer,
using side-on and ATR illumination of the sample. Overall laser pump powers for
these spectra were 920 µW and 500 µW for the side-on and ATR configurations,
respectively. Spectra are vertically offset for clarity.
more [9]), (ii) multiple Raman spectra from ON vs. OFF regions were spatially averaged
to minimize the effect of local variations on the calculated EF s, and (iii) the ATR and
side-on data were collected at virtually the same locations across the sample (i.e., nearby
scan lines in Figure 4.5 (a)). Therefore, any surface roughness effects on the Raman
background signal would be similar for both scans and not affect EF s. Furthermore, if
surface roughness was indeed contributing to an increased OFF signal due to SERS, then
the “true” EF s (in the absence of SERS effects) would be larger than the conservative
estimate of ∼6700 presented above.
Finally, it is noteworthy to compare the absolute Raman signals for the two excitation
configurations while considering the dramatic difference in local intensity of pump light
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near the tip-surface junction. In the ATR case, 500 µW of pump light was focused
into a large elliptical spot (8 µm x 11 µm FWHM); in the side-on configuration, almost
twice as much laser power (920 µW) was focused into a much smaller area (1.2 µm x
3.0 µm FWHM). Thus, assuming the tip to be in the middle of the pump spot and
neglecting (for now) any other effects (e.g., SPP contributions or tip-light interactions),
one would expect the pump intensity in the tip-surface gap to be ∼50x higher in the
side-on case. Normalizing the TER intensity (from Figure 4.5, region (3)) to account for
this difference, the data suggest that ATR illumination provides an enhancement of more
than 20x over side-on illumination when comparing IRaman/Ipump (Raman counts/s per
µWpump/µm
2) from the active region near the tip apex. This enhancement is a result
of the fact that the majority of the pump energy that excited the tip-surface gap in
the ATR configuration was supplied not by the small amount of light directly incident
upon the active volume, but instead by SPPs propagating into the same region. Under
the SPR conditions used, the ATR pump light was efficiently coupled into SPPs, which
confined the energy to the sample surface and carried it “down” the length of the ATR
spot, where it could eventually couple with the tip, increasing the local field at the apex
and enhancing Raman scattering. This aspect of ATR-mode TERS may be important
when studying optically fragile systems where bleaching or heating are a concern.
In this chapter, we demonstrated several of the TENOM instrument’s unique capa-
bilities, which allow us to excite and detect evanescent optical fields and achieve super-
resolution chemical interrogation and imaging of surfaces. It was shown that (i) Au-
coated AFM tips could be used as optical antennas to quantitatively transduce (scatter)
evanescent optical fields near the surface into the far-field for detection, (ii) the resonant
characteristics of SPPs, excited in a Kretschmann fashion using the ATR stage, could be
qualitatively measured and exploited to enhance Raman scattering, and (iii) SPPs are
an effective alternate method for plasmonic excitation of the tip in TERS measurements.
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Raman enhancement factors were conservatively estimated at >6500 for both side-on and
ATR-based illumination, and spatial resolutions better than 40 nm were achieved. Fi-
nally, it was also seen that ATR illumination yielded similar Raman signal levels at lower
“effective” pump powers due to SPP-mediated delivery of additional optical energy into
the tip-surface gap region. In the next chapter, we will apply the TENOM instrument to
fundamental studies of the complex tip-surface optical interactions that occur at small
separation distances, with emphasis on how these phenomena contribute to strong local
fields and large Raman enhancement.
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Chapter 5
Direct detection of gap plasmon
resonances using the TENOM
instrument
5.1 Introduction
TENOM allows detailed structural and chemical interrogation and imaging of ma-
terials, i.e., via photoluminescence [1–3] and/or vibrational (e.g., Raman [4–10] and IR
[11–13]) spectroscopies at the nanoscale, through excitation, enhancement, and/or detec-
tion of optical interactions between an optical antenna tip and a surface at sub-wavelength
(super-resolution) spatial dimensions. These methods are heavily influenced by the opti-
cal properties of the ‘coupled’ tip-surface system [4, 14]; local field intensity, wavelength
and polarization-dependent plasmonic coupling with the surface and/or tip, and spectral
overlap of plasmonic modes with excitations and emissions of surface moieties can all
affect detection limit, (Raman) enhancement factors, oscillator strengths, radiative/non-
radiative transition rates, and imaging resolution. Moreover, at short (nm-scale) dis-
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tances, mutual interactions between the metallic TENOM tip and surface [15–18] can
give rise to strongly-coupled optical modes, known as gap plasmons [19–23], whose res-
onance (frequency response) is a strong function of the system geometry, and can be
tuned by changing the tip-surface spacing. The optical behavior of these gap modes is
a topic of current experimental and theoretical research, and they can potentially be
harnessed to create and manipulate extremely intense optical fields at nm-scale dimen-
sions for photonic devices, chemical sensing, and materials characterization applications
[4, 14, 24].
In this chapter, we show how the TENOM instrument’s unique design can be used
to achieve exceptional sensitivity toward the tip’s interactions with the optical near-
field above the sample surface. Through careful measurements of surface reflectance and
elastic scattering by the tip, the instrument is able to detect changes in the plasmonic
response of the tip-surface system, namely the resonant excitation of gap plasmon modes
at small tip-surface distances. FDTD optical simulations are used to help elucidate
the primary mechanisms that influence the optical behavior of this plasmonic mode, and
spectroscopic measurements are used to demonstrate its effect on Raman and fluorescence
enhancement. Finally, we discuss how these results can be applied to improve the design
of future TENOM experiments.
5.2 Experimental methods
5.2.1 Instrument modifications
The TENOM instrument configuration used for the present study is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 5.1 (a) and (b). This design differs from that presented in Chapter 4 in
two ways. First, an electrical circuit was added to enable direct detection of tip-surface
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electrical contact in a Boolean manner by applying a small bias (∼50 mV) to the tip
and monitoring the tip-surface voltage (Vt−s). Upon conductive contact, the circuit (see
Figure 5.1 (b)) acts like a simple voltage divider; because of the small resistance of the
tip-surface junction relative to the 300 MΩ resistor in series, Vt−s effectively drops to
zero. As will be discussed below, electrical contact between the tip and surface has im-
portant consequences regarding the optical response of the system; thus, the ability to
unambiguously detect this event is extremely important. The second instrument modifi-
cation involved reconfiguring the Raman microscope for light collection only (no side-on
illumination). Light collected by the microscope’s objective exits the rear aperture as a
collimated beam and follows one of two paths, depending on the wavelength. Elastically
scattered light (i.e., λ = 633 nm) reflects off a dichroic mirror and is coupled into a
multimode optical fiber (600 µm core); light exiting the fiber is focused onto a silicon
photodetector, which outputs a voltage proportional to the intensity of the Rayleigh scat-
tered light. Wavelengths longer than 633 nm pass through the dichroic mirror, as well
as a Raman filter that further attenuates elastic scattering, and the light is then focused
into a 50 µm core optical fiber that functions as a confocal pinhole to reject out-of-focus
light. Light exiting this fiber is f -matched to the monochromator, wavelength dispersed,
and detected with an LN2-cooled CCD.
5.2.2 Approach curve measurements
The primary goals of this work were to (i) elucidate the mechanisms by which the
TENOM tip interacts with evanescent fields near the sample surface, (ii) demonstrate the
TENOM instrument’s ability to detect resonant gap plasmon excitation, and (iii) study
the influence of gap plasmon modes on light emission and Raman enhancements. To
achieve these goals, various optical (ATR reference and reflectance; Rayleigh scattering
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Figure 5.1: Experimental apparatus and FDTD simulation setup. (a) De-
tailed schematic of the ATR system’s beam path and critical optical elements (B =
92:8 beamsplitter, L = lens, LLF = laser line filter, M = mirror, PD = photodiode,
TM = translating mirror). Dashed and solid lines represent two alternate beam paths
with different AOI determined by the position of the translating mirror. (b) Schematic
of the combined TENOM system, including tip-sample voltage (Vt−s) circuit and Ra-
man microscope, which collects elastic (red) and inelastic (magenta) scattering from
the tip and measures each by a separate pathway. Optical elements include: CCD =
charge-coupled device, DM = dichroic mirror, FC = fiber coupler, L = lens, LWD =
long working distance objective, PD = photodiode, RF = Raman filter. (c) Depiction
of the FDTD simulation setup consisting of a Au sphere above a “sample” of Au on
glass. Transmission monitors in the lower and upper half-spaces were oriented and
sized to approximate the experimental apertures for collection of reflected (R) and
scattered (S ) light, respectively.
from the tip via the side-on Raman microscope) and electrical (T–B cantilever deflec-
tion and Vt−s indicating tip-surface “contact”) signals were measured as a function of
tip-surface separation (z ) during a tip “approach” curve. Approach curves were taken in
two modes: (i) without optical spectra, where tip deflection, ATR signals, and electrical
data were collected continuously, yielding smooth run-in profiles (Figure 5.2); and (ii)
with optical spectra, where the tip was moved in discrete steps with spectra acquired
over a 0.5–1 s collection interval at each tip-surface distance (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). For
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runs without spectra (where piezo creep and thermal drift were minimal), tip-surface
separation was quantified by setting the z = 0 contact point to be the point of zero
cantilever deflection (FN = 0) after snap-on, along with an experimentally determined
z-piezo distance-voltage gain factor (nm/V), obtained by scanning a step-height calibra-
tion standard. For runs with spectra (where piezo creep and thermal drift can lead to
errors), tip-surface distance was evaluated by shifting and scaling the z-axis to match the
scattering and ATR reflection profiles of the discrete step run-in to the trend seen for a
continuous run-in measured immediately before.
5.2.3 FDTD optical simulations
Approach curves provide a wealth of insight regarding the nuanced interactions be-
tween the TENOM tip and the optical near-field. These interactions were investigated
theoretically using FDTD optical simulations (Lumerical) in an effort to qualitatively
reproduce empirical trends and gain additional insight into the optical response of the
system. Optical modeling was performed on a simplified analog of the experimental sys-
tem, whose simulation volume is shown schematically in Figure 5.1 (c). The 3D model
contains a Au sphere of radius 50 nm positioned at varying distances above a “sample”
consisting of 40 nm of Au and 1.5 nm of Cr atop a semi-infinite slab of glass with refrac-
tive index n = 1.515. A polychromatic (600–800 nm) light source with a Gaussian spatial
distribution is generated in the glass and propagates upward at a 45◦AOI (relative to the
surface), converging to a focused spot (FWHM = 1 µm) centered at the sphere-surface
axis. Light that reflects off the surface passes through two monitors positioned along
the simulation boundary that measure the wavelength-dependent transmission as a per-
centage of the input power. Similarly, light scattered by the sphere into the air above
the sample is detected with another transmission monitor whose size and position were
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chosen to mirror the collection geometry (i.e., NA and angle) of the Raman microscope
objective in the experimental system.
The FDTD model and experimental system have three main differences. First, simu-
lations use a Au sphere instead of a rounded cone, which would more faithfully represent
the AFM tip. This substitution dramatically simplifies the behavior of the system, as it
eliminates the spurious scattering events caused by the tip shaft that can obscure or over-
whelm the desired optical response of the sphere-surface system (i.e., the gap plasmon).
Second, in contrast to the fixed wavelength of the experimental system, the FDTD simu-
lations use a broadband source, which can be used to investigate the frequency-dependent
response of the gap plasmon and, more importantly, how it changes with sphere-surface
distance. Lastly, practical considerations, such as computational expense and file size,
restrict the size of the simulation volume, necessitating the use of a smaller focal spot
(1 µm) than that of the ATR pump spot in the TENOM system (∼8 µm). As a result,
the convergence angle of the beam (i.e., the range of AOIs incident upon the sample sur-
face) is broader in the simulations. Although this has several direct effects on important
phenomena in the system, such as SPP excitation efficiency and the magnitude of the
sphere-light coupling, we have confirmed (via larger simulations) that its effect on the
qualitative trends of interest is minimal.
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 “Long-range” (z >15 nm) approach curve trends
Figure 5.2 shows the results of a typical approach curve, in which the sample re-
flectance (R) and far-field elastic scattering (S ) are plotted as a function of the tip-surface
distance (z ). Focusing first on the long-range (z >100 nm) behavior, the reflectance pro-
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file demonstrates an exponential z -dependence and can be accurately fit with a simple
model (solid black line): ∆R(z) = R(z)−R(∞) = A exp(−z/d). As shown in previ-
ously reported measurements of evanescent field profiles above a glass-air interface [10],
the fit parameter d provides a quantitative measure of the characteristic decay length of
the evanescent field above the sample surface. In this case, the observed value of ∼200
nm compares reasonably well with the field profile expected for SPPs at a Au-air interface
[16, 25], suggesting that the tip’s influence on the reflectance signal is proportional to the
local strength of the SPP field. The long-range scattering profile is roughly the inverse
of the reflectance, increasing as z decreases; however, it is governed by a slightly more
complex z -dependence. Though the underlying trend still appears to be exponential, it is
convolved by an additional oscillatory behavior that is reminiscent of interference effects,
which have been shown to influence the radiative efficiency of a dipole emitter near a
mirror [26, 27]. Considering that the Au sample surface is partially reflective and that
the observed scattering signal originates—at least in part—from a radiating dipolar mode
of the tip apex, it is not surprising that the scattering profile shows similar interference
artifacts. Thus, to fit the profile of the scattering data, the following model was used,
which includes an oscillatory term that is fixed at the wavelength of the excitation source
(633 nm):
S(z) =
[
A+B sin
(
2pi
z
633 nm
+ φ
)]
× exp
(−z
d
)
(5.1)
where A, B and φ are arbitrary constants and d is the same decay length determined
from fitting the reflectance profile. This model (solid blue line in Figure 5.2 (a)) matches
the scattering profile well, suggesting, as in Ref. [27], that the oscillatory behavior of the
scattering profile can indeed be attributed to interference effects.
For tip-surface distances less than ∼100 nm, the scattering profile begins to deviate
strongly from the simple model presented above, and at tip-surface distances smaller
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snap-on
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Long- and short-range approach curve trends. (a) Experimental
profiles (points) and fits (solid lines) of reflectance and elastic scattering as a function
of tip-surface distance, measured above a sample of Au/Cr (40/1.5 nm) on glass at
AOI = 45◦. (b) Rescaled plot of data from dashed box in (a), highlighting behavior
at small z. Discontinuous jump in data at z ≈ 5 nm is due to “snap-on”, at which
point the tip is pulled into mechanical contact with the surface. Note: Only 1 in 20
data points are shown in panel (a) to ensure visibility of fit lines.
than ∼50 nm, S drops sharply and no longer mirrors the inverse trend of the reflectance.
To understand the origin of this abrupt change, it is helpful to consider the mechanisms
by which light is reflected and scattered in the tip-surface system. In the absence of a
tip, light incident upon the Au-air interface (from below at 45◦) generates an evanescent
field in the air above the surface. A large fraction of the energy in this evanescent field
excites SPPs at the interface and the remainder is specularly reflected back into the glass
substrate, where it can be measured by the ATR system. Because SPPs are evanescent,
no optical power can radiate into the air above the interface in such a system (i.e., S =
0). When a metallic tip is introduced into this system, it can interact with the evanescent
fields of the indent beam and the SPPs; this influences the surface reflectance and far-
field scattering intensity by way of the following two-step process. First, the oscillating
evanescent field excites a dipole in the tip; because of the associated energy transfer
away from the evanescent field, the reflectance of the interface drops. As evidenced by
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the observed exponential trend in ∆R, the magnitude of this energy transfer process is
proportional to the local field strength. The second step of this process involves the decay
of the tip dipole into all available modes. When the tip is far from the Au surface (z
>100 nm), the dominant decay pathway is via radiation of photons into the surrounding
air [26, 27]. However, when the tip is close to the surface, a variety of non-radiative decay
pathways, such as excitation of surface plasmons and lossy surfaces waves (LSWs), are
also possible. The probability of dipole decay into each of these different optical modes
is a strong function of the tip-surface distance and tends to favor non-radiative modes
for z <100 nm. Thus, returning to the approach curves in Figure 5.2 (a), we attribute
the observed drop in scattering within the last 50–100 nm to the preferential decay
of the tip dipole into non-radiative modes. The mechanism described above, which is
fully consistent with the scattering and reflectance behavior presented, provides a useful
framework to understand and explain near-field tip-surface interactions, as well as the
complex and nuanced behavior of the system at small z.
5.3.2 Short-range (z < 15 nm) approach curve trends
Figure 5.2 (b) shows the same approach data as in panel (a) but is rescaled to high-
light the unique behavior at tip-surface distances below ∼15 nm. The reflectance sig-
nal abruptly deviates from its downward exponential trend and goes through a sharp
maximum (FWHM < 5 nm) at a tip-surface distance of ∼9 nm. Correspondingly, the
scattering signal shows the inverse behavior, with a local minimum at the same position.
As the tip-surface distance is decreased further, attractive forces inevitably pull the tip
down into mechanical contact with the surface, an event referred to as “snap-on”, at
which point the reflectance and scattering signals both undergo an abrupt change. As
will be discussed below, these trends provide valuable insight into tip-induced changes
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in the optical environment near the surface and correlate with changes in the spectral
emission behavior of the system, which is relevant for tip-enhanced spectroscopies, such
as TERS.
To appreciate the significance of the short-range approach curve behavior, it is first
important to consider how tip-surface interactions in this distance regime modify the
scattering mechanism discussed in the previous section. When the tip is near the Au
sample surface, the dipole field of the tip apex induces a mirror dipole in the substrate;
if the tip is sufficiently close, the presence of this induced dipole significantly alters the
optical response of the tip (i.e., the resonance properties of its localized surface plasmon,
or LSP, modes). In this so-called strong-coupling regime (z . 30 nm [16]), it is no longer
appropriate to consider the tip and surface as independent objects interacting via pho-
tons (as in the case of the two-step scattering process above); one must instead consider
the optical response (i.e., frequency-dependent excitation efficiency and preferential de-
cay pathways) of the combined hybrid tip-surface system. The rapid changes observed
in approach curves immediately before snap-on are suggestive of the emergence and dis-
appearance of a resonant tip-surface mode that dramatically redistributes the optical
energy of the system. Because the phenomenon occurs over such a narrow z range, we
hypothesize that this behavior is due to resonant excitation of a gap plasmon, which is a
hybrid plasmonic mode of the strongly-coupled tip-surface system, whose resonance prop-
erties are largely dictated by geometry. As the tip approaches the surface, the resonant
frequency of the gap plasmon, ωgap(z), red-shifts relative to that of the tip’s free-space
LSP mode. When ωgap matches the frequency of the excitation source, energy is trans-
ferred very efficiently into the gap plasmon, which consequently alters the distribution of
optical power in the various modes of the system. Furthermore, the resonant behavior of
the gap plasmon also influences the favored pathways for decay of the associated dipole
because of the dramatic change in its scattering cross-section.
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The combination of these effects can help explain the observed approach curve behav-
ior in the following way, beginning with the increase in reflectance. When the tip-surface
distance is at or near the position corresponding to ωgap(z) = ωpump, the evanescent
pump field efficiently excites the gap plasmon mode, which then radiates its energy. Be-
cause the orientation of the gap plasmon dipole is normal to the Au surface, the primary
wavevector component of this radiation is in the plane of the surface. Due to the nec-
essary wavevector matching condition, optical fields in the glass substrate below gain a
large normal wavevector component (as per Snell’s Law), which leads to propagation of
light into the glass at angles equal to and greater than the critical angle. A portion of this
light is collected and detected by the ATR system, where it contributes to an observed
increase in the reflectance signal. Several important caveats should be noted at this point
in the discussion. First, this increase in the reflectance signal is not actually caused by
an abrupt change in the specular reflectance of the sample interface, but is instead an ar-
tifact of a separate phenomenon to which the ATR system is sensitive. Second, resonant
excitation of the gap mode is not required to facilitate the optical pathway described
above; rather, the efficiency of resonant energy transfer into the gap plasmon increases
the fraction of the total optical power that is scattered by this pathway. This second point
is particularly relevant in describing the qualitative behavior of the scattering profile.
Given the efficiency of the gap plasmon’s excitation and radiation, one might reason-
ably expect that the scattering profile should exhibit a peak during resonant gap plasmon
excitation; however, the opposite is observed. To explain this trend, it is helpful to first
consider the two main optical events that contribute to the scattering signal: (i) dipole
radiation from the tip apex (or the gap plasmon at small z ), and (ii) scattering of the
evanescent field by the tip shaft [28]. When the gap plasmon is resonant with the exci-
tation source, we have seen (via the reflectance signal) that optical power is efficiently
transferred into this dipole mode and subsequently radiated, presumably into both the
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glass substrate and the surrounding air, where it should contribute to an increase in the
scattering signal. However, by the conservation of energy, resonant excitation of the gap
mode must deplete energy from other optical modes of the system, including the scatter-
ing pathways of the tip shaft; this energy loss should, therefore, contribute to a decrease
in the scattering signal. Because the net result of these competing effects is an observed
decrease in scattering during resonant gap excitation, we infer that the dominant contri-
bution to the scattering signal at small z is due to interactions between the evanescent
near-field and the tip shaft and not photon emission from the gap plasmon.
Considering the sensitivity of the reflectance and scattering signals to changes in
the plasmonic resonance of the tip-surface system, the discontinuous jump observed in
both signals after snap-on is not surprising. The plasmonic behavior of nanostructures
generally relies on the accumulation of electron density at a metal-dielectric boundary;
changing this boundary condition dramatically influences the optical response of the
plasmon modes. Thus, when the tip is pulled into electrically-conductive contact with
the Au surface (as confirmed by monitoring Vt−s), the fundamental plasmon modes of
the tip-surface system change in response. As with the emergence of the gap plasmon
resonance, this change affects the distribution of optical energy in the system in ways
that are observable through the scattering and reflectance measurements.
5.3.3 FDTD results
Although the mechanisms described above constitute a framework for explaining the
qualitative behavior of the reflectance and scattering profiles, they do not give detailed
information about the effect of tip-surface distance on the optical properties of the gap
plasmon. To investigate these phenomena more rigorously, FDTD simulations were used
to model the optical response of a simplified version of the experimental system. As de-
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scribed in Section 5.2.3, the FDTD models consisted of a Au sphere positioned at various
distances away from a substrate of Au on glass. A suite of simulations was performed to
assess the wavelength-dependent reflectance and scattering of this system for five sphere-
surface distances, ranging from 2 to 10 nm; the results of these simulations are shown
in Figure 5.3. The wavelength dependence of the sphere-surface scattering (Figure 5.3
(a)) clearly demonstrates the presence of an optical mode that preferentially increases
scattering from a narrow wavelength range. As the sphere-surface distance decreases,
this wavelength range red-shifts noticeably, suggesting that the scattering phenomenon
is due to the resonance of the hybrid sphere-surface optical system (i.e., the gap plasmon).
Similarly, the change in wavelength-dependent reflectance, relative to the no-sphere sim-
ulation (Figure 5.3 (b)), shows the emergence of a shoulder at approximately the same
wavelength position as the peak in scattering; like the scattering event, this shoulder
clearly red-shifts and becomes more prominent with decreasing sphere-surface distance.
By extracting the distance-dependent scattering and reflectance behavior at a fixed wave-
length (630 nm) near that of the experimental excitation source (Figure 5.3 (c)), we can
directly compare these results to the small-z approach curves (Figure 5.2 (b)) discussed
in the previous section. As can be seen, the tip-surface distance dependences of the ex-
perimental and simulated reflectance data are qualitatively similar, with both exhibiting
a maximum, presumably when the frequency of the gap plasmon resonance matches that
of the excitation source. However, the simulated scattering profile, which also exhibits
a maximum, shows the inverse trend of the experimental results; this can be explained
via the scattering mechanisms presented in Section 5.3.2. The simplified FDTD model
of the system does not include a tip shaft because the scattering effects associated with
it tend to obscure and overwhelm the resonance events of interest. As is consistent with
the relative scattering contributions of the shaft and the gap plasmon discussed above,
it is, therefore, expected that these simulations should fail to qualitatively capture the
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Figure 5.3: FDTD simulation results of gap plasmon resonances. (a) Wave-
length dependence of scattering from sphere-surface system for five separation dis-
tances ranging from 2 to 10 nm. (b) Wavelength-dependent reflectance change, rel-
ative to no-sphere simulation, for the same simulations as in (a). (c) Scattering and
reflectance change at 630 nm excitation (dashed lines in (a) and (b)) as a function
of sphere-surface distance. These results show the emergence and shift in resonance
of the gap plasmon mode; the qualitative behavior of the reflectance change matches
particularly well with experimentally observed trends.
scattering behavior of the experimental system, as they are only sensitive to the relatively
small contribution of the gap plasmon.
In addition to this inconsistency between the experimental and simulated scattering
profiles, the FDTD results appear to exhibit several other contradictions that should be
clarified before continuing our discussion. First, the simulations suggest that resonant
excitation of the gap mode results in an increase in both reflectance and scattering,
which seems to contradict the necessary energy balance around the system. This can be
reconciled, however, by remembering that the sphere and substrate are composed of Au,
which is a lossy material. Thus, when performing a photon balance around the simulation
volume, input-to-output power ratio is far from unity and is lowest for wavelengths that
most efficiently transfer their power into inherently lossy plasmon modes. Therefore,
the simultaneous increase in reflectance and scattering associated with resonant gap
plasmon excitation can be attributed to an increase in the efficiency of the plasmon’s
radiative decay into the substrate and air, respectively, and a corresponding decrease
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in the efficiency of its decay into lossy, non-radiative modes in the substrate. Another
obvious discrepancy between the experimental and simulated results is the tip-surface
position at which the gap plasmon is resonantly excited. This is largely due to the fact
that the resonance condition depends strongly on the geometry of the tip-surface system,
including not only the tip-surface distance but also the apex radius and shaft geometry.
Since the simulations were performed with a fixed sphere radius (not necessarily that of
the real tip apex) and no tip shaft, it is expected that both the resonant position and
distance scaling of the gap plasmon should be quantitatively different from experiments.
Despite these issues, the qualitative behavior of the simulated sphere-surface system
is still consistent with the experimental data and the hypotheses proposed in previous
sections. Furthermore, it reveals an important characteristic of the gap plasmon to which
the approach curves in Figure 5.2 are not sensitive: the FDTD results show that the air-
side scattering efficiency of the gap plasmon increases dramatically near its resonant
frequency. This property has important consequences regarding the spectral response of
the system in the small-z regime.
5.3.4 Spectral behavior of the tip-surface gap
The wavelength-dependent optical response of the gap plasmon is particularly rel-
evant to spectroscopic TENOM techniques, such as tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(TERS), because it may provide an efficient pathway for light emission at frequencies
near that of the gap plasmon resonance. This enhanced resonant emission can lead to
a considerable increase in signal strength, which can, in turn, improve the sensitivity
and practicality of traditionally signal-starved near-field optical techniques [29]. To this
end, the spectral response of the gap plasmon was studied as a function of tip-surface
distance by performing approach curves while simultaneously using the side-on Raman
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microscope to collect and analyze the light emitted from the tip-surface gap. The re-
sults of one such experiment are shown in Figure 5.4, where panel (a) shows the familiar
reflectance and scattering profiles, as well as the two tip-monitoring signals, T–B and
Vt−s, used to detect snap-on. Panel (b) shows five optical spectra (after removal of the
baseline spectrum shown) taken at the tip positions marked by vertical lines in panel (a).
These spectra clearly display a Lorentzian photoluminescence (PL) band that emerges
at a tip-surface distance near the position of optimal gap plasmon excitation (i.e., the
peak in reflectance) and red-shifts with decreasing z. Furthermore, it was observed that
this spectral feature disappeared upon snap-on (not shown).
Because of the shape and z -dependence of the PL band, we hypothesize that the
observed spectral behavior is an indication of a resonant gap plasmon mode that locally
modifies the photoluminescence characteristics of the Au tip and substrate via the follow-
ing mechanism (See Ref. [30]). Weak photoluminescence (quantum efficiency ∼ 10−10)
from Au is a well-understood phenomenon in which holes in the d-band radiatively re-
combine with electrons in the sp-band [31]; this results in a broad emission band like that
observed in the baseline spectrum in Figure 5.4 (b), which was measured in the absence
of the tip. As the tip approaches the surface, the emergence of a resonant gap plasmon
mode influences this PL process in two ways. First, resonant excitation of the gap plas-
mon (i.e., when ωgap = ωpump) increases the rate of electron-hole pair generation, which
increases the quantum efficiency, and hence the intensity, of the PL emission. Second, the
frequency response of the gap plasmon modifies the energy-dependent emission efficiency,
preferentially enhancing PL at wavelengths that overlap with the resonance of the gap
plasmon. Bearing this mechanism in mind, one would predict the z -dependent PL emis-
sion to exhibit three qualitative trends: (i) an enhanced PL band should emerge when the
gap plasmon is resonantly excited, presumably near the peak in sample reflectance (R);
(ii) the PL band should red-shift with decreasing tip-surface distance, mirroring the shift
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Figure 5.4: Photoluminescence enhancement from the gap plasmon. (a)
Experimental reflectance and scattering profiles measured concurrently with optical
spectra (one at each tip-surface distance). Also shown are the “top minus bottom”
(T–B) and tip-surface voltage (Vt−s) signals used for tip monitoring (i.e., snap-on
detection). (b) Five optical spectra (points) taken at the corresponding tip-surface
distances shown by the numbered vertical lines in (a) and fit with Lorentzian profiles
(solid lines). The baseline spectrum shown, which demonstrates the weak photolumi-
nescence from the Au substrate, was subtracted from each of the spectra (the peak at
∼1.94 eV in the baseline spectrum is an undesired emission line from the HeNe laser).
Spectra are vertically offset for clarity but were not rescaled; the collection time was
1 second.
in the gap plasmon resonance; and (iii) the intensity of the PL band should decrease as
the overlap between the pump frequency and the gap plasmon resonance decreases (i.e.,
as the electron-hole pair generation rate decreases). Indeed, the data shown in Figure
5.4 clearly demonstrate the predicted behavior. This not only validates the proposed
mechanism, but it also reveals that the features in the R and S profiles correspond with
the resonant excitation of the gap plasmon, confirming the central hypothesis of this
chapter.
As mentioned previously, the spectral behavior of the gap plasmon is particularly
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Figure 5.5: Raman enhancement from the gap plasmon. (a) Experimental
reflectance and scattering profiles, as well as T–B and Vt−s, measured concurrently
with optical spectra (one at each tip-surface distance). (b, inset) Five optical spectra
(no baseline subtraction), taken at the corresponding tip-surface distances shown by
the numbered vertical lines, demonstrating the emergence of a broad Raman feature
near 1500 cm−1 for z . 5 nm. (b) Integrated intensity (after baseline subtraction)
of each Raman spectrum (integration range = 1400–1600 cm−1) as a function of tip–
surface distance. The Raman approach profile shows an increase in Raman intensity
as the gap resonance overlaps with the primary Raman line, as well as a sharp drop
in Raman intensity upon snap-on. As in Figure 5.4, the peak at ∼200 cm−1 is from
the HeNe laser, spectra are vertically offset for clarity but were not rescaled, and the
collection time was 1 second.
relevant to TERS because of the potential to achieve dramatic signal gain by tuning
the plasmon resonance to match the frequency of a desired Raman transition [29]; this
is demonstrated in Figure 5.5. Panel (a) shows the reflectance and scattering profiles
alongside the two tip-monitoring signals (analogously to Figure 5.4), and the inset of panel
(b) shows five optical spectra taken at tip positions denoted by the numbered vertical
lines. After baseline removal, the integrated spectral intensity from 1400–1600 cm−1 was
calculated for all spectra and plotted in panel (b) as a function of tip-surface distance.
The features observed in these spectra are likely due to Raman scattering from small
amounts of carbonaceous contamination that adsorbed on the surface during exposure
to ambient conditions. Although the features are poorly defined and uncharacteristically
broad for Raman bands, their wavenumber position and line shape are consistent with
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previously reported examples of tip-enhanced Raman scattering from undefined organic
contamination [32]. Unfortunately, the lack of control over the uniformity and density of
analyte coverage on the surface makes rigorous quantitative evaluation of these results a
challenge; however, the qualitative behavior of the system shows a clear and reproducible
trend.
As the tip-surface distance decreases and the gap plasmon resonance red-shifts toward
the frequency of the primary Raman band (∼1500 cm−1), the intensity of the Raman
scattering increases sharply. Of course, this is due in part to the increase in the intensity
of the field in the tip-surface gap, which increases monotonically as the tip approaches
the surface, irrespective of the gap plasmon resonance. However, when the tip snaps into
contact with the surface and the tip-surface distance is at a minimum, the Raman inten-
sity drops abruptly. This suggests that the optical characteristics of the gap plasmon,
particularly the overlap of its resonance with the frequency of the Raman emission, may
contribute to a significant enhancement in Raman scattering. Furthermore, the sharp
decrease in Raman scattering upon snap-on, presumably due to a discontinuous change
in the plasmonic behavior of the system, implies that careful tuning of the tip-surface
distance in the gap plasmon regime can yield much stronger Raman enhancements than
are achievable though common contact-mode TERS methods.
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Chapter 6
Summary and future directions
6.1 Summary of results
The previous chapters discussed in detail the design, validation, and application of
a TENOM instrument that can study a wide variety of near-field optical phenomena.
In particular, we demonstrated the instrument’s exceptional sensitivity to the subtle
interactions between the TENOM tip and evanescent fields above the sample surface.
Before concluding this thesis with a discussion of potential instrument modifications and
future applications, we briefly recapitulate the key results and conclusions of the previous
chapters.
The TENOM instrument described in this work consists of three main components:
(i) a heavily modified commercial AFM, (ii) a compact confocal Raman microscope,
and (iii) a custom ATR-geometry excitation/detection system. In Chapter 2, we first
discussed the design of a heavily modified commercial AFM with optical access for the
side-on Raman microscope, as well as side-view and top-view observation cameras. The
performance of the AFM was assessed by imaging several test structures that spanned
a range of lengthscales, and we confirmed the instrument’s ability to regulate tip height
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over large and small scan areas, as well as at small force setpoints (< 1 nN). The design
of the Raman microscope was also described, along with the results of several validation
studies that were used to quantify its performance. The most important among these
were the point spread function and depth-of-field measurements, which were used to
assess the in-plane (1.3 µm × 3.1 µm) and out-of-plane (< 10 µm) spatial resolution
of the optical system, respectively. Finally, through combined operation of the Raman
microscope and the AFM, along with the use of a plasmonically active TENOM tip,
a TERS line scan was performed on a sample of functionalized Au nanotriangles, and
sub-diffraction-limited spatial resolution was successfully demonstrated.
In Chapter 3, we discussed the development and evaluation of the TENOM instru-
ment’s third component, the so-called ATR system, which was added to expand the
capabilities and sensitivity of the instrument. The performance of the ATR system was
quantitatively assessed by measuring the angle-dependent reflectance of several model
systems (e.g., a glass-air interface and a glass-Cr-Au-air stack) and comparing the re-
sults to theoretical predictions determined from the Fresnel equations. The validation
process also involved the development and refinement of FDTD optical simulations that
accurately reproduced the experimental behavior of the system and provided a valuable
method for predicting and understanding results for the more complex systems discussed
in Chapters 4 and 5. Lastly, the validation studies of the ATR system demonstrated that
the instrument could be used to both excite SPPs at a Au-air interface and detect shifts
in the SPP resonance due to small changes in the dielectric properties at the sample
surface.
In Chapter 4, the AFM, Raman microscope, and ATR system were combined in a va-
riety of arrangements to showcase the broad capabilities of the TENOM instrument. By
performing approach curves above a glass-air interface during ATR excitation in the TIR
regime, the TENOM tip was shown to transduce the local evanescent field, leading to an
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increase in elastic tip scattering (as measured by the Raman microscope) and a decrease
in the reflectance of the sample (as measured by the ATR system) proportional to the lo-
cal strength of the optical field. In this way, the spatial extent of the evanescent field was
directly measured, and its profile was shown to match theory quantitatively. Another im-
portant demonstration of the instrument’s abilities involved the study of SPP-enhanced
Raman scattering from a thin CuPc layer on a Au/Cr/glass substrate. Not only was
it shown that the use of resonantly-excited SPPs could lead to an order-of-magnitude
increase in Raman scattering from surface adsorbates, but the results were also in excel-
lent qualitative agreement with FDTD predictions of the angle-of-incidence-dependent
E-field intensity at the sample surface. Lastly, the combined TENOM instrument was
used to perform TERS line scans across a chemically and topographically patterned sam-
ple of CuPc on Au/Cr/glass using two different illumination schemes (i.e., side-on and
ATR-mode) in order to critically assess their relative performance. It was determined
that both illumination geometries demonstrated spatial resolutions of < 40 nm and en-
hancement factors of roughly 6500. Furthermore, the ATR illumination yielded similar
absolute Raman signal levels at lower “effective” pump powers due to SPP-mediated
delivery of additional optical energy into the tip-surface gap region.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we demonstrated the TENOM instrument’s ability to investi-
gate the nuanced optical behavior of the tip-surface system over a range of tip-surface
distances. In particular, we showed that through careful measurements of sample re-
flectance and tip scattering at small tip-surface distances, the instrument could detect
the emergence of a resonant gap plasmon mode that dramatically altered the optical
behavior of the system. FDTD simulations were successfully used to reproduce exper-
imental trends and corroborate the hypothesized mechanisms. Most importantly, the
spectral response of the gap plasmon was also studied, and the results showed that the
resonance of the gap plasmon had a strong effect on the enhancement of both fluorescence
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and Raman scattering. This result has significant implications regarding the operation
and practical applications of this TENOM instrument moving forward.
6.2 Future directions
In the remainder of this chapter, we present several potential directions in which this
project could be continued, organized in roughly ascending order by the scope of the
endeavor.
6.2.1 Observation of water meniscus formation
Capillary condensation of water in the nanocavity between a sharp tip and a surface is
a common and well-understood phenomenon when performing AFM experiments under
ambient conditions [1–3]. This condensation leads to the formation of a water meniscus
that encompasses a portion of the tip apex. As was clearly demonstrated by the results
of Chapter 5, the TENOM instrument is remarkably sensitive to the optical behavior of
the coupled tip-surface system, and this behavior depends critically on the local dielectric
environment in the tip-surface gap. One might, therefore, expect the instrument to be
well suited to directly observe and study the formation of such a meniscus by measuring
changes in the reflectance, scattering, and spectral response of the system while the tip
and surface are held in close proximity.
Occasionally, an approach curve will appear to contain hints of this phenomenon in
the form of reflectance and scattering fluctuations immediately after snap-on. In these
cases, the cantilever deflection (T–B) and tip-surface voltage (Vt−s) signals can provide
important additional insight into the state of the tip-surface junction at each time point,
and often display apparent contradictions that are difficult to reconcile unless a water
meniscus was present in the gap. For example, these signals often reveal that the moment
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of snap-on as detected by the cantilever deflection is not always concurrent with the
moment of conductive contact between the tip and surface, as determined by Vt−s. This
suggests that despite the mechanical adhesion forces holding the tip on the surface after
snap-on, an insulating physical gap still exists between them. Furthermore, as the tip
is moved toward the surface, it is common that the reflectance and scattering signals
change considerably in the time between the initial mechanical snap-on event and the
point of conductive contact, after which time they remain roughly constant.
This behavior is demonstrated in Figure 6.1, where the reflectance and scattering
profiles of an approach curve are shown alongside the corresponding T–B profile; the
trends displayed by the latter are particularly insightful in this case. Because the AFM
cantilever can be reasonably approximated as a spring, one should expect a rigid me-
chanical interaction between the tip and surface to result in a linear relation between the
cantilever’s position and its deflection after snap-on (blue line in Figure 6.1 (a)). The
T–B profile clearly deviates from this behavior; this could be explained by the formation
of a water meniscus whose associated capillary force pulls the tip toward the surface but
not into rigid mechanical contact. This rapid change in tip-surface distance at snap-on,
along with the change in the dielectric properties of the medium in the gap (i.e., from
air to water), leads to the simultaneous jump in the reflectance and scattering behavior
of the tip-surface system. As the tip continues its approach and the tip-surface distance
is reduced further, the reflectance and scattering behavior change until rigid mechanical
contact occurs (determined by the linear position-deflection relation).
Although these results help corroborate the likely hypothesis that a water meniscus
forms in the tip-surface junction during TENOM experiments, additional experiments
are still necessary to fully understand this behavior. Perhaps the most unique capability
of the present TENOM instrument is its sensitivity to the plasmonic behavior of the
tip-surface system, namely its ability to directly monitor resonant gap plasmon excita-
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Figure 6.1: Influence of a water meniscus on approach curve measurements.
(a) Top – botttom (T–B) and (b) scattering and reflectance profiles from a TENOM
approach curve measurement that demonstrate artifacts suggestive of a water menis-
cus in the tip-surface gap. Difference between experimental (red) and ideal (blue)
T–B profiles indicates non-rigid mechanical interaction between tip and surface from
∼1–5 nm, and reflectance and scattering signals show large variations over the same
range. Rigid contact regime (left of green dashed line) determined by linear trend
in T–B signal; reflectance and scattering also show roughly constant behavior in this
regime. Note: x-axis does not accurately represent true tip-surface separation to the
left of “snap-on” (pink dashed line).
tion. Therefore, using the instrument to study similar phenomena to those discussed in
Chapter 5 (e.g., gap plasmon resonance and the associated spectral response) in a system
containing a water meniscus could provide insights into the influence of capillary conden-
sation on ambient TENOM measurements. By investigating the effects of variables like
humidity and surface hydrophobicity on the gap plasmon resonance and spectroscopic
enhancement, one could demonstrate the practical relevance of water meniscus formation
in the design and interpretation of TENOM results. Furthermore, if water meniscus for-
mation is determined to be detrimental to TENOM measurements, tip and/or substrate
surface treatments (e.g., hydrophobic self-assembled monolayer coatings [1, 4]) could
also be investigated to prevent capillary condensation and improve the performance of
the TENOM instrument in ambient conditions.
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6.2.2 Instrument modifications
Unfortunately, because of the strength of the adhesive forces associated with water
meniscus formation, it is very challenging to perform the experiments described above
with a cantilever-based AFM system. Due to the flexibility of the cantilever, the combi-
nation of capillary and van der Waals forces unavoidably pull the tip into proximity with
the surface during snap-on, effectively skipping over the final∼5 nm of the approach curve
and precluding the careful study of the tip-surface optical behavior in this crucial range.
The inability to accurately probe the small tip-surface distance regime (z < 5 nm) is a
considerable limitation of the instrument that, if corrected, would dramatically improve
its functionality and versatility. The most straightforward approach to resolving this
inadequacy would be to retrofit the AFM to enable operation in a STM mode, in which
the tunneling current between a rigid tip (no cantilever) and the sample would be used
for z-piezo feedback. In addition to avoiding the troublesome snap-on issue, the use of
STM feedback would enable direct and accurate measurements of tip-surface distance at
small z instead of relying on indirect approximations inferred from the approach curves,
as is necessarily the case for the current cantilever-based system. Alternatively, sheer-
force AFM techniques, which use the tip’s lateral oscillation frequency for feedback, could
also be employed to achieve a similar level of tip-surface distance control. Furthermore,
they could provide additional insight into water meniscus formation dynamics through
changes in the resonance of the tip’s lateral oscillations.
Fine control of the tip-surface distance in the small z regime would likely produce
additional insights that would complement the results of Chapter 5. As those results
clearly showed, the influence of tip-surface distance on the system’s spectroscopic behav-
ior becomes increasingly pronounced at small z. Thus, it is not unlikely that significant
plasmonic events (e.g., higher-order resonances with corresponding spectroscopic effects)
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Figure 6.2: Raman enhancement during snap-on. Results from a TENOM
approach curve measurement showing three Raman spectra (b) taken before (green,
♦), during (blue, ©), and after (black, ) snap-on, as shown in the top – bottom
(T–B) profile in (a). Data demonstrate a dramatic increase in Raman enhancement
at the moment of snap-on followed by an equally sharp decrease, and suggest the
existence of a strong plasmonic resonance in the tip-surface distance range of 0–5 nm.
Note: x-axis in (a) does not accurately represent true tip-surface separation to the
left of “snap-on” (blue dashed line).
can occur in the distance regime skipped due to snap-on. In fact, there is fleeting ev-
idence of this in some approach curves, like that shown in Figure 6.2. It is commonly
observed in these experiments that the optical spectra taken during snap-on and snap-off
(if the events occur while the Raman microscope is acquiring signal) show extraordinarily
strong Raman enhancement, in some cases an order of magnitude more than any other
spectrum in the entire scan. This suggests that for a brief moment during snap-on/-off,
the tip-surface system exhibits an extremely strong resonant behavior that dramatically
enhances Raman scattering. If this is indeed the case, STM-mode operation would not
only allow us to probe this behavior carefully, but it would also enable optimization of
the tip-surface distance during TENOM imaging experiments to make use of this Raman
enhancement and achieve stronger signal, shorter collection times and/or higher pixel
density scans.
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Another potential benefit of STM-mode operation is that it enables direct spectro-
scopic measurement of the gap plasmon’s frequency response by studying the light emit-
ted from the tip-surface junction due to inelastic electron tunneling (IET) [5, 6]. Because
this light emission process is facilitated by strong interactions between tunneling elec-
trons and localized plasmon modes, the light emission characteristics (i.e., wavelength
dependence) depend strongly on the plasmonic response of the tip-surface system. Thus,
IET could provide an additional pathway by which to observe changes in the gap plas-
mon resonance of the system as a function of tip-surface distance and/or water meniscus
formation.
Along the same vein, modifying the instrument to enable white light ATR measure-
ments could also allow direct observation of gap plasmon resonances in a similar way.
It has been previously reported that when a plasmonic tip is lowered into a broadband
evanescent field, the wavelength-dependent scattering echoes the frequency response of
the tip’s LSP modes [7, 8]; this is in keeping with the results of Chapter 5, particularly
the FDTD scattering profiles. The present instrument is particularly well suited to make
use of this phenomenon not only to observe changes in the gap plasmon resonance as a
function of tip-surface distance but also to characterize the plasmonic behavior of each
TENOM tip in the absence of any convolving effects caused by a nearby sample sur-
face. By directly measuring and quantifying the scattering properties of different tips
in free space and correlating these properties with its preparation conditions, geometry,
and TENOM performance, one could rapidly evaluate each tip’s quality and optimize tip
preparation procedures to maximize signal enhancement.
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6.2.3 TENOM applications
The directions proposed above primarily focus on improving our understanding of the
factors that influence the system’s optical response and leveraging those insights to opti-
mize spectroscopic enhancement through the careful tuning of resonant plasmonic modes.
To complement these fundamental studies, it is important to also consider practical ap-
plications that would make use of our findings to enable valuable new characterization
experiments. Thus, this section will highlight a few potential systems toward which the
TENOM instrument could ultimately be applied and in which the signal enhancements
discussed above would be critical for its success.
Perhaps the most promising field for the application of TENOM techniques is the
study of biological surfaces, particularly the mapping of chemical functionalities on mul-
tifunctional surfaces with nanoscale spatial resolution [9–13]. Biological systems are
challenging to study at the nanoscale for many reasons, and each measurement technique
has associated strengths and shortcomings. TERS is attractive for these applications be-
cause of the richness of the chemical information attainable through Raman spectroscopy.
However, the nearly ubiquitous tendency of biological materials to fluoresce often leads
to overwhelming optical background emissions that inhibit the detection of the desired
Raman signal. Nevertheless, this obstacle can be overcome if sufficiently large Raman
enhancements are achieved. As discussed above, a few straightforward instrument mod-
ifications could enable precise tuning of the gap plasmon resonance, and preliminary
results suggest that this optimization process could yield an order of magnitude increase
in Raman enhancement. If this is indeed the case, then it will dramatically improve the
instrument’s potential for applications in biological systems. Logical targets for initial
proof-of-concept and sensitivity studies in this realm include monolayers of nucleobases
or peptides, DNA or RNA strands, and supported lipid bilayers.
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Another practically relevant field toward which the TENOM instrument could po-
tentially be applied is the study of inorganic semiconductor materials. In addition to
its sensitivity toward molecular vibration energies, Raman spectroscopy can also mea-
sure the energies of optical phonons in crystalline materials, which can be related to
properties such as defect density and lattice strain. In this way, it has been shown
that TERS can be used to spatially resolve variations in the local crystal properties of
semiconductor nanowires and structured semiconductor surfaces, making it a valuable
characterization technique for these materials [14–16]. Applying the present TENOM
instrument to similar semiconductor applications would require careful consideration of
several factors. First, many of the key results discussed herein are a consequence of the
intense optical fields that arise because of the strong-coupling interaction between the
tip and the surface. If the TENOM instrument was used to investigate, for example,
a semiconductor layer or nanowire whose height was larger than ∼10 nm, the resulting
tip-substrate spacing would be too large to support a resonant gap plasmon and the asso-
ciated benefits would be lost. Thus, the instrument is ideally suited only for the study of
very small/thin nanostructures, such as nanoplatelets or thin films, though larger/thicker
structures could still be interrogated, albeit with considerably lower sensitivity. Addi-
tionally, if TENOM measurements of semiconductor materials were performed in the
resonant gap plasmon regime, it would be important to carefully consider the effect of
the semiconductor’s presence on the optical behavior of the plasmon mode. As in the
case of the water meniscus formation, the local dielectric environment near the tip apex
can dramatically affect the optical response of the system and must be accounted for.
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6.3 Conclusion
In this work, we have described in detail the design, construction, and rigorous vali-
dation of a TENOM instrument with a unique ATR-geometry excitation/detection sys-
tem, which can perform a wide variety of near-field optical experiments. We assessed
the instrument’s ability to controllably excite and spatially probe evanescent phenom-
ena, such as SPPs, near the sample surface and showed that experimental observations
were consistent with both theory and FDTD simulations. Furthermore, we successfully
applied the TENOM instrument to perform local chemical interrogation of a nanos-
tructured, chemically-patterned surface and demonstrated its ability to locally enhance
Raman scattering and measure surface chemistry with sub-diffraction-limited spatial res-
olution. By repeating this chemical imaging experiment using two different excitation
geometries (i.e., side-on and ATR-mode), we were able to quantitatively compare their
relative signal strengths, enhancement factors, and spatial resolutions and show that the
novel ATR illumination scheme yielded comparable results. Finally, we used the TENOM
instrument to study the optical behavior of the coupled tip-surface system over a range
of separation distances and demonstrated the instrument’s excellent sensitivity toward
subtle changes in the plasmonic response of the tip-surface gap. In particular, we showed
that the instrument could detect the resonant excitation of a gap plasmon mode and
that the properties of this mode have important consequences regarding the enhance-
ment of fluorescence and Raman scattering. Moving forward, we proposed two potential
modifications that could dramatically expand the instrument’s capabilities and facilitate
important fundamental studies of the system’s behavior at small tip-surface distances.
Preliminary evidence suggests that these fundamental studies could yield dramatic im-
provements in signal strength and sensitivity, which would pave the way to practical
applications of the TENOM instrument in the fields of biology and materials science.
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